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Abstract 
Using our decades-long experience in radiative transfer (RT) code development for Earth science, we 

endeavor to reduce the knowledge gap of bringing RT from theory to code quickly. Despite numerous 

classic and recent literature, it is still hard to develop an RT code from scratch within a few weeks. It is 

equally hard to understand, not to mention modify, an existing “monster” RT code, for which the 

developer is either located remotely or has retired. Following the format of “Numerical Recipes” by 

Press et al., we collocate in this paper small pieces of necessary theory with corresponding small pieces 

of RT code. These are arranged in an order that is natural for code development, which is often opposite 

of the natural order for laying out the theoretical basis. We focus on the transfer of unpolarized 

monochromatic solar radiation in a plane-parallel atmosphere over a reflecting surface. Both the surface 

and the atmosphere are homogeneous (uniform) at all directions. The multiple scattering is numerically 

solved using the deterministic method of Gauss-Seidel iterations. Except for the presented Python-

Numba open-source RT code gsit, the paper does not report any new scientific results, but rather 

serves as an academic demonstration. If development time is an issue or the reader is familiar with basic 

concepts of RT theory, we recommend proceeding directly to Sec.3 “RT code development”. 

Program summary 
Program title: gsit (pronounced “jeezit”) 

CPC Library link to program files: (to be added by Technical Editor) 

Developer's repository link: https://github.com/korkins/gsit 

Code Ocean capsule: (to be added by Technical Editor) 

License: MIT 

Programming language: Python 3 
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Nature of problem: We present a tutorial in Python code for deterministic (non-stochastic) numerical 

simulation of multiple scattering of monochromatic solar light in a plane-parallel Earth atmosphere 

bounded from below by a reflecting surface. The problem is solved in a simplified form (i.e., uniform 

atmosphere, no polarization, uniform surface reflectance, etc.) to better explain numerical features, 

rather than physics, of propagation of light in the atmosphere. 

Solution method: The method of Gauss-Seidel iterations. It relies on the Fourier decomposition of the 

Radiative Transfer Equation over azimuth, Gauss quadrature for numerical integration over the zenith 

and iterative process for integration over height (optical depth) with analytical (hence known) single 

scattering approximation being the starting point. The method is relatively simple to code and does not 

require any external libraries. 

Keywords 
Multiple light scattering, Earth science, software development, Radiative transfer equation, Gauss-Seidel 

iterations. 

1. Introduction 
 

Table 1: List and definition of acronyms used in this paper  

Acronym Definition Type 

6S 
Second Simulation of the Satellite Signal in the Solar 
Spectrum 

RT code 

(A)ATSR (Advanced) Along-Track Scanning Radiometer Space-borne instrument 

AD Adding-Doubling RT technique 

AERONET AErosol RObotic NETwork Sun photometer network 

AI Artificial Intelligence 
Branch of computer 
science 

ARM Atmospheric Radiation Measurement US climate research facility 

ARTS Atmospheric Radiative Transfer Software RT code 

BOA Bottom Of Atmosphere Physical term 

BRDF Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function Physical term 

CPU Central Processing Unit Computational term 

DISORT DIScrete Ordinates Radiative Transfer RT code 

DO Discrete Ordinates RT technique 

FORTRAN FORmula TRANslation Programming language 

GPU Graphics Processing Unit Computational term 

GS Gauss-Seidel RT technique 

GSIT Gauss-Seidel Iterations RT code (from this work) 
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IE Invariant Embedding RT technique 

IPOL Intensity and POLarization RT code 

libRadTran Library for Radiative Transfer RT code 

LUT Look-Up Table Computational term 

MAIAC Multi-Angle Implementation of Atmospheric Correction Retrieval algorithm 

MC Monte-Carlo 
Numerical technique 
relying on random 
(stochastic) sampling 

MO Matrix Operator RT technique 

MODTRAN MODerate resolution atmospheric TRANsmission RT code 

MPI Message Passing Interface Computational term 

OpenMP Open Multi-Processing Computational term 

RT Radiative Transfer Physical term 

RTE Radiative Transfer Equation Physical term 

SASKTRAN Not explicit; derives from Saskatoon RT code 

SBDART Santa Barbara DISORT Atmospheric Radiative Transfer RT code 

SCIATRAN 
Not explicit; derives from SCanning Imaging Absorption 
SpectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY 
(SCIAMACHY) 

RT code 

SH Spherical Harmonics RT technique 

SHARM (3D) Spherical HARMonics (with 3D effects) RT code 

SKIRT Stellar Kinematics Including Radiative Transfer RT code 

SMART-G 
Speed-Up Monte-Carlo Advanced Radiative Transfer 
code with GPU 

RT code 

SO Successive Orders RT technique 

SORD Successive ORDers RT code 

TOA Top Of Atmosphere Physical term 

TOMRAD 
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) Radiative 
Transfer Model 

RT code 

(V)LIDORT (Vector) Linearized Discrete Ordinate Radiative Transfer RT code 

XRTM X Radiative Transfer Model RT code 

 
Radiative transfer (RT) codes are scientific software that numerically simulate the propagation of 

electromagnetic radiation through a medium. RT simulations are used in various disciplines including 

astrophysics, planetary and Earth science, and remote sensing. RT codes are a fundamental component 

in remote sensing retrieval algorithms of geophysical parameters from space- and air-borne 
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observations, as well as ground-based measurements of the Earth system. RT codes need to satisfy 

three requirements: 1) accurately model the physical phenomena of radiative transfer, 2) be numerically 

stable, and 3) be sufficiently fast. This is an acronym-heavy field: for convenience, all acronyms used in 

this paper are defined in Table 1. 

The transfer of radiation is governed by a fundamental equation that describes the variation of light 

intensity in a medium characterized by its scattering, absorption, and emission. In the Earth system, RT 

requires a set of boundary conditions such as the illumination by extraterrestrial light and surface 

boundary, like reflectance from land or wind-ruffled ocean. Additionally, best software development 

practices such as version control, unit testing, readability, and maintainability should be followed when 

developing an RT code. Proper documentation is necessary for a non-developer user. In this paper we 

focus on the software side of RT code development. 

The term “RT code” can refer to programs with very different levels of complexity, dependent on what 

exactly is included. Here, by “RT code” we mean only the part responsible for the numerical solution of 

the RT equation (RTE). This part is often also called the “RT solver”. It deals only with the inherent 

parameters of the RTE, and accuracy parameters of the numerical method chosen to solve the RTE. For 

the RT solver to be used in applications, it must be equipped with plug-ins that compute RTE parameters 

(e.g. single-scattering properties) for relevant quantities used in the application. The RT solver in 

combination with auxiliary software compose a fully functional RT code (often called RT model or 

library), for example, Fig.1 of libRadtran [2] or the MODTRAN1 and Ocean Optics Web Book2 websites. RT 

libraries often combine different RTE solvers, lots of auxiliary software to compute parameters of the RT 

models, and instrument parameters, such as satellite spectral response functions, and built-in interfaces 

for interaction with other models and databases [2–4]. 

In what follows, we use the words “radiation” and “light” as synonyms. To be specific, we will be talking 

about Earth science, and within the solar spectral domain. However, astrophysics, planetary science, 

nuclear physics, and computer graphics, as well as Earth science applications in other spectral ranges, 

deal with similar problems. We therefore hope our paper will be useful for readers beyond our domain.  

The development of RT codes began more than half a century ago as access to computing power for 

scientific purposes become more widespread. Some codes, developed by experts in their fields, have 

remained in use for decades. For example, arguably the oldest RT code TOMRAD, developed in the 

1960s [5], is still actively used to study atmospheric ozone [6,7], nitrogen [8,9], and volcanic sulfur 

dioxide [9]. DISORT, the most cited RT code in Earth science3, was developed in the 1980s [10]. It is still 

supported [11] and used worldwide [12]. Long lasting use of codes assures numerical accuracy and 

stability, and most importantly broad validation. However, as computer and Earth science move 

forward, limitations of heritage codes previously considered sufficient become more pressing, such as 

missing physical effects (e.g., new atmospheric absorption data), or advancements in high performance 

computing (e.g., parallel processing, GPUs, and accelerated software) since the time the code was 

originally developed. The latter is severely underutilized in almost all widely-used RT codes, SMART-G 

being an exception [13]. 

 
1 http://modtran.spectral.com/modtran_about  
2 https://www.oceanopticsbook.info/view/radiative-transfer-theory/radiative-transfer-equations  
3 https://www.osapublishing.org/ao/journal/ao/anniversary/50mostcited.cfm  

http://modtran.spectral.com/modtran_about
https://www.oceanopticsbook.info/view/radiative-transfer-theory/radiative-transfer-equations
https://www.osapublishing.org/ao/journal/ao/anniversary/50mostcited.cfm
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Note that the creation of a mature RT code suitable for real world applications (e.g. retrievals from 

remote sensing) takes years of collaborative efforts. libRadtran “was initiated about 20 years ago and is 

still under continuous development” [2]. ARTS has had a similar lifespan4: 19 years as of 2021. Other 

fields such as astrophysics, show similar situations. The Monte Carlo (MC, a stochastic method) RT code 

SKIRT5 was first published in 2003 [14]. After years of usage and development, in 2015, it was released 

with a user- and application- friendly interface [15,16], MPI support in 2017 [17], and most recently 

released as v.9 in 2020 [18] after refactoring. 

Modifying current RT codes to include more advanced capabilities is a difficult and slow process. Most 

importantly, legacy RT code developers are retiring and increasingly unavailable, rendering these legacy 

codes as “black boxes”. This is typically due to insufficient documentation, lack of version control, and 

obscure coding practice (whether due to personal style or old language conventions), combined with the 

sophisticated mathematical formalism behind RT codes. This is a common problem in scientific software 

development [19,20]. The current situation with RT code development is summarized in [21]: “Although 

this may often not be the case, we will assume in what follows that direct modeling is performed 

adequately … ”. 

Over time, the need for detailed understanding of RT code structure to provide efficient support and, if 

needed, complete refactoring, has increased. However, the existing literature does not offer a quick 

solution. Numerous books and papers provide the theoretical background behind numerical methods in 

RT. The most notable is “Radiative transfer in scattering and absorbing atmospheres: standard 

computational procedures”[22], written by a group of world-leading RT code developers. The book 

explains the idea and theoretical background for most, if not all, methods for RTE solution; advantages 

and disadvantages for each; and provides benchmark results and a broad list of references available at 

that time. Software aspects of RT code and mathematical formalism for polarization of light are not 

considered, though the latter problem is discussed in [23] and [24]. Ideas behind different techniques 

for numerical simulation of multiple light scattering are discussed in [23,25,26]. Classic volumes by 

founders of the RT theory [27,28] and numerical methods [29] focus on physics and intensive math 

however provide little guidance on RT code development. 

Expanding beyond the mathematical foundation of RT theory, manuals or user guides available for some 

RT solvers may provide an alternative approach to better understand the RT code development process, 

however they prove to be insufficient. For example, Section 9, “Accurate Numerical Solutions of 

Prototype Problems” in [30] is an updated DISORT manual. This manual focuses on the theoretical 

background for the code and explains input and output, but not the code structure and implementation. 

A detailed description of RT package SCIATRAN is available in [31]. In addition to acting as a manual, this 

review explains the theoretical background for each SCIATRAN’s feature: multiple scattering, absorption, 

surface models, effect of sphericity of the planetary atmospheres, built-in spectroscopy, etc. The RT 

codes (V)LIDORT [32] and 6S [33], RT library libRadtran [2] among others come with extensive and user-

friendly manuals; ARTS6 and SASKTRAN7 and 6S8 are described on the web. 

 
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ARTS_(radiative_transfer_code)  
5 https://skirt.ugent.be/  
6 https://www.radiativetransfer.org/ 
7 https://arg.usask.ca/projects/sasktran/ 
8 http://6s.ltdri.org/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ARTS_(radiative_transfer_code)
https://skirt.ugent.be/
https://www.radiativetransfer.org/
https://arg.usask.ca/projects/sasktran/
http://6s.ltdri.org/
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Unfortunately, without in-depth study of thousands of lines in corresponding codes, these manuals can’t 

increase the reader’s knowledge from user to developer level alone. This level of understanding is 

required when someone other than the developer faces the task of upgrading and/or debugging a 

complex code, or even worse, the problem of developing of an in-house code from scratch. 

Pieces of information on RT code development are rare and scattered across numerous literature 

sources. Hansen & Pollack [34] report “shortcuts” for multiple scattering computations and estimate the 

gain in runtime for each. Hansen & Travis [23] analyze several RT techniques and derive practical 

suggestions for their implementation. Van de Hulst [35] indicates a flowchart on how to simulate 

successive orders of scattering. Sections 2 and 5 in [36] discuss requirements for RT code and 

optimization of computational parameters, respectively. Efremenko et al. [37] report on implementation 

of multi-core CPU and GPU tools in RT codes, pseudo-codes for RT solver as used in retrieval algorithm, 

the use of parallel computations in RT models, and GPU architecture – a rare example where the 

software side of the RT code development dominates over theoretical background. Full code of Fortran 

subroutines to be used in the methods of successive orders in atmospheres with arbitrary profiles of 

optical parameters are reported in [38]. 

Using our decades-long experience in RT code development [39–43] and application in Earth science 

[44,45,54,46–53], in this paper we endeavor to reduce the knowledge gap of bringing the RTE from 

theory to code quickly. In Section 2 we describe the theoretical steps for RTE solution and concisely 

outline a few widely-used numerical techniques. The section is intended to introduce our reader to the 

problem and provide a general overview of the RTE solution algorithm. Then in Section 3 we focus on 

the theory (i.e., equations) and corresponding Python function for each particular step. For faster 

development, the reader can start directly from Section 3. We present the code co-located along with 

corresponding equations. The format is inspired by the approach used in “Numerical recipes” book 

series, starting from Pascal [55] and ending with object-oriented C++[56]. We chose Python as a popular 

modern language, although it may not be as computationally efficient as some others. By doing that we 

follow the “make it right – then make it fast” philosophy, placing clarity as our primary goal. Python is 

frequently used in atmospheric science in general [57] and in RT code development in particular (e.g. 

refer to websites of libRadtran9, SASKTRAN10, or XRTM11), but mostly as an interface or wrapper to an RT 

solver traditionally developed in Fortran and/or C [58]. We have, however, accelerated our Python code 

using a high-performance Python compiler, Numba12. As a result, Section 3 offers a fully working RT 

code based on the method of Gauss-Seidel iterations with 2 benchmarks (in Appendices), as well as data 

and suggestions for unit testing. Section 4 discuss some ideas for further development of the code 

(vertical profiles, surface BRDF), numerical efficiency and structure. We conclude the paper with a 

Summary. 

Several RT tools have been developed with teaching in mind. For example , SBDART [59] has had an 

online interface since the 1990s; libRadtran was used to model clouds during ARM training [60], 

 
9 www.libradtran.org 
10 https://arg.usask.ca/projects/sasktran/ 
11 https://reef.atmos.colostate.edu/~gregm/xrtm/ 
12 https://numba.pydata.org/  

http://www.libradtran.org/
https://arg.usask.ca/projects/sasktran/
https://reef.atmos.colostate.edu/~gregm/xrtm/
https://numba.pydata.org/
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HydroLight, an RT model for light scattering in ocean, comes with an extensive “Ocean Optics” web 

book13, whose section “Radiative Transfer Theory” is directly related to this paper. 

We approach this paper as an academic demonstration, and don’t expect our reader to have any 

knowledge of numerical methods or coding experience other than those taught during undergraduate 

degrees. That necessitates a simplification to RT theory by not accounting for some physical principles, 

such as assuming the atmosphere to be plane-parallel (1-dimensional), non-emitting, and homogeneous 

(i.e. one optical layer) irradiated from above by a monochromatic infinitely wide solar beam at an 

arbitrary angle. We neglect polarization of light (scalar RT). The atmosphere is bounded from below by a 

surface that reflects light evenly over angles (i.e. Lambertian reflection). 

The dependence of atmospheric optical properties on height (profile), polarization of light, wave-

covered ocean, landscape shadows, and many other effects are important for atmospheric, oceanic, and 

terrestrial applications but secondary in terms of goals of this paper. A “monster code” [61] that can do 

all these things is never all-powerful, and is always hard to learn and debug. 

Further in the paper we deal with deterministic methods to solve the RTE. These methods rely on 

explicit analytical evaluations, such as decomposition in series (e.g., Fourier), linear algebra, numerical 

and analytical integration, and other formalism. Analytical approaches are methods of choice for cases 

with significant symmetry, such as 1D RT problem (horizontally homogeneous atmosphere). Given the 

fairly low spatial resolution of many Earth science instruments (of order 1-10 km), the 1D approximation 

has been widely used for applications. For retrievals, the deterministic methods yield analytical 

linearization (computation of derivatives) [32,62]. For atmospheric correction, some deterministic 

methods allow one to “split” atmosphere and surface signals. The latter is significant due to spatial and 

temporal scales of variability: slow spatial and rapid temporal variations of atmosphere as opposed to 

surface, which may vary significantly within a few meters, while staying unchanged for weeks during a 

season. Therefore, it is efficient to precompute and store in a LUT the scattering and absorption 

properties of the atmosphere itself and apply those for different top (Sun moving during the day) and 

bottom (rapid spatial variations of surface) boundary conditions. An example of this is the combination 

of 3D surface parameters with 1D atmosphere using the Green function formalism [43,63]. Another 

example is SHDOM14: combination of analytical methods, SH and DO, to account for atmospheric 3D 

effects such as cloud shape [64,65]. The plane-parallel approach is often generalized for 3D cases using 

independent pixel approximation (unique 1D RT problem is solved within each pixel of satellite image, 

horizontal energy flow is either ignored or approximated). Complex shapes of real water clouds or dust 

plumes can be replaced with idealized “brick” shapes for efficient deterministic simulations; the 

accuracy of this approximation can then be estimated by comparing with MC simulations. 

As opposed to deterministic approaches, MC considers propagation of light along the path as a random 

(stochastic) process. As a result, output from MC RT codes is an expectation (mean value) based on 

many simulated photons, with an estimated standard deviation as an uncertainty bound. The statistics 

of this random sampling, of course, depend uniquely on the optical properties of the scattering media, 

light source, and reflecting surface. The method of MC converges as the number of the random 

processes (light rays, or photons) increases. However, the convergence rate is inversely proportional to 

 
13 https://oceanopticsbook.info/  
14 https://nit.coloradolinux.com/shdom.html  

https://oceanopticsbook.info/
https://nit.coloradolinux.com/shdom.html
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the square root of the number of runs. Hence decreasing the random error by a factor of 10 requires 

running the MC code 100 times more. Because of this, MC codes are considered slow compared to 

analytical methods for problems that possess symmetry, such as plane-parallel atmosphere with no 

horizontal variations of optical properties, illuminated by an infinitely wide unidirectional beam. But MC 

RT codes becomes good (and sometimes the only feasible) option when the RT problem becomes less 

symmetric, e.g., radiative transfer close to edge of clouds with a sophisticated shape. Note that 

consideration of the polarization of light reduces symmetry of the problem even if the atmosphere and 

surface remain optically uniform. Polarization significantly complicates mathematical apparatus for 

deterministic polarized RT codes. That reason alone may be sufficient to go with faster development of 

the 1D MC RT code and sacrifice runtime. 

In what follows we do not discuss MC codes, but refer our reader to [66]. That paper discusses accuracy 

of several state-of-the-art MC RT codes (in addition to non-MC) widely used by atmospheric community. 

Beyond the scope of this paper we also leave the use of the artificial intelligence (AI) approach to solve 

the RTE [67–69] and the role of the RT solvers in training of the AI-based retrieval algorithms [70]. Now 

we proceed to a general description of the steps necessary to solve the RTE using deterministic 

(analytical) approach for a plane-parallel horizontally homogeneous atmosphere over homogeneous 

surface, illuminated by an infinitely wide ideally collimated source of light – the Sun. 

2. Steps to solve the RTE 

2.1. Definition of the RTE 
The RTE describes the dependency of intensity of radiation, I, on location and direction of propagation 

in a medium. The intensity is expressed in units of power (in Watts, W) per unit area (in meters squared, 

m2) oriented perpendicular to the direction of propagation of light, per unit solid angle (in steradians, 

sr), per unit band (in atmospheric optics: nanometers or microns in the wavelength domain, but 

temporal and spatial frequencies are also used in atmospheric spectroscopy). In the plane-parallel 

atmosphere, the location of interest is characterized by the vertical coordinate z (i.e. height) only. 

A beam of light traversing through the atmosphere will be absorbed and/or scattered (i.e. redistribute 

the energy in different directions). To describe the absorption and scattering properties of the 

atmosphere we use a dimensionless optical depth τ measured from the top of the atmosphere (TOA) to 

a point of interest along the coordinate z. The optical depth combines the inherent optical property of 

the medium (extinction efficiency) with the physical distance the light travels. Zenith θ and azimuth ϕ 

angles specify the direction (Fig.1: left). The optical length of a segment AB (Fig.1: right) in the 

atmosphere is τ/µ, µ=-cos(θ), where the minus sign is a convention caused by opposite directions of the 

z and τ axes. Solving the RTE means the ability to evaluate I(τ, µ, ϕ) at each value of the 3 coordinate 

system for the given optical properties of the atmosphere with two boundary conditions: the intensity 

of the incoming light at TOA, and reflection at the bottom of atmosphere (BOA). 
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Fig.1 Left: Zenith θ and azimuth ϕ angles in 
Cartesian coordinate system. Forward 
scattering corresponds to zero azimuth (e.g., 
as if a light sensor pointing in the plane of the 
sun). Top: Optical path between points A and 
B. 

In this paper, we adhere to a common convention in RT theory and numerical simulations: exact 

“forward” and “backward” scattering correspond to ϕ = 0o and ϕ = 180o, respectively (principal plane of 

the Sun). Hereinafter, we refer to the term "scattering" in a physical sense, i.e. relative to the direction 

of propagation of the light beam just before the moment of scattering – see Fig.2. “Forward scattering” 

refers to all directions with the scattering angle from 0 to 90 degrees (hemisphere), the rest is 

“backscattering”. Therefore, the aureole is in the forward scattering hemisphere (almost precise 

forward scattering), when the observer is facing the Sun, while rainbow and glory are in the back (the 

latter is at almost precise backscattering). Note, forward (backward) scattering directions may or may 

not correspond to ϕ = 0o (180o) as Fig.2 shows. 

 

Fig.2: Definition of forward and backward 
scattering (hemispheres). Note, either may 
contain directions with relative azimuth ϕ=0o 
or 180o. The definition is similar for the surface 
reflection, except for z > 0. 

The situation is similar for surface reflection, except the z-component of the vector that represents the 

light beam changes sign (light goes upward, instead of downward). According to the convention adopted 

in this paper, mirror reflection is at relative azimuth ϕ = 0o precisely (but not necessarily in the forward 

hemisphere), glint belongs to ϕ < 90o, hotspot belongs to ϕ > 90o. In satellite remote sensing, the 

definition is often the opposite: glint is observed at azimuths exceeding 90o. This is sometimes known 

colloquially as the “Gordon convention”, which we do not use in this paper. Fig.3 shows the difference 

between the two conventions. We include the above discussion on this point because we have found it 

a common stumbling block when atmospheric scientists begin to learn to use RT codes. 
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Fig.3 Relative azimuth convention for 
theoretical evaluations (this paper)  - 
cases (a) and (c) vs. the one often used 
in applications – cases (b) and (d). 
Ocean glint is observed when the 
detector D faces the Sun, S. In this 
paper, we say the relative azimuth is 
zero (a), while the application 
convention says it is 180o (b). Same for 
the hotspot – cases (c) and (d). For us, 
the hotspot happens at relative 
azimuth 180 o (c), while for 
applications it could be 0 o (d). 

 

In the scalar RTE, the optical properties of the atmosphere can be defined through three parameters: 

the optical thickness τ, single scattering albedo ω0, and the phase function p(Θ). The single scattering 

albedo is the ratio of the scattering to the total extinction (i.e. absorption + scattering). It is the 

likelihood for light to survive a scattering event: ω0=0 means all interactions result in absorption, ω0=1 

means all result in light scattering. The phase function p(Θ) is the scattering probability distribution 

function, dependent on the scattering angle Θ (Fig.1: left). The scattering angle is the angle between 

incident and scattered light directions. In a Cartesian system of coordinates, it can be expressed via 

zeniths and azimuths of the incident and scattered light. The surface at BOA is characterized by a 

bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF), ρ. The BRDF acts like p(Θ), except the light gets 

reflected (light changes direction from “down” to “up”), not scattered (light changes direction arbitrary 

or not at all).  

The change of the intensity of light as it travels in the atmosphere in the given direction is expressed by 

a derivative with respect to τ (i.e. the rate of change in intensity w.r.t. change in optical depth) (Fig.1: 

right) – left side in Eq.(1) below. Redirection of energy through absorption and scattering along the path 

of travel reduces the intensity of the traveling light (hence minus sign in the first term in the right side of 

Eq.(1)). Scattering accumulated (integrated) from all directions into the direction of propagation 

increases the intensity (second and third terms in the right side of Eq.(1)). This yields the RTE in integro- 

(over θ, ϕ) differential- (over τ) form: 

 0
0 0 0

0

( , , )
( , , ) ( , , , ) exp ( , , )

4

I
I p I J

     
 = −    +     − +    

   
  (1) 

where 

 
2 1

0

0 1

( , , ) ( , , , ) ( , , )
4

J p I d d



−


        =         

  
 (2) 

is the scattering integral. The second term in the right side of Eq.(1) describes first scattering of the 

direct solar beam. I0  is the TOA spectral irradiance (W/m2/nm). The solar geometry is defined by cosine 

of the solar zenith, µ0=cos(θ0), and azimuth ϕ0. The latter is usually assumed zero, ϕ0 = 0, in the solar 

(principal) plane. 
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Since Eq.(1) is linear, it is convenient to scale both sides by some factor. For example, if one scales both 

sides by 
0 0I




 (inversed units of intensity), the RTE will deal with unitless reflectance and transmittance 

(both may exceed 1). Often for simplicity the TOA flux is assumed unity (without explicit definition of its 

units), 0 1I =  [40,71]. 

Setting ( , , ) 0J    = , Eq.(2), yields the RTE for the single scattering approximation, 1( , , )I      (note 

subscript ‘1’). The single scattering approximation is often treated separately due to its analytical 

simplicity and importance for understanding of the physics of scattering (influence of different optical 

properties on solution), as well as for the acceleration of numerical simulations. In the case when the 

medium is non-scattering (i.e. ω0=0), the second and third terms in the right part of Eq.(1) vanish, 

reducing the RTE to a first order differential equation whose solution is the Bouguer-Lambert-Beer 

(exponential) attenuation law. 

2.2. Boundary conditions 
As mentioned previously, the RTE solution requires two boundary conditions: incoming solar light at 

TOA and surface reflectance at BOA. The first is an initial condition, independent of the RTE solution. It is 

imposed on downward radiation at the top boundary, τ=0, in the forward hemisphere, 0+ =   . Since 

there is no scattered light coming from space, the TOA boundary condition is simply zero. 

The second depends on both the reflective properties of the surface and the RTE solution at the surface, 

which complicates the problem. Contrary to TOA, the bottom boundary condition is imposed on 

reflected radiation, 0− =    at the ground level τ0. Two effects contribute to the radiation reflected at 

the bottom: reflection of the direct solar beam, and reflection of diffuse radiation coming down from 

the atmosphere (including multiple bouncing of radiation between the atmosphere and surface). For 

Lambertian surface reflection with surface albedo ρ, the bottom boundary condition is 

  
2 1

0
0 0 0 0

0 0 0

( , , ) exp ( , , )I I I d d



−

  
   =  − +       

   
    (3) 

Comparing Eq.(3) with Eqs.(1) and (2), one can see that reflection of the direct solar beam is an 

equivalent of single scattering in the atmosphere, while multiple bouncing (i.e., diffused light) is like 

multiple scattering. The total intensity integrated over all directions yields irradiance (W/m2/nm), while 

scaling by inverse π (1/sr) gives intensity. The factor µ (µ0 for the direct solar beam) in the integral 

accounts for the fact that the irradiance of oblique rays is smaller. 

2.3. Methods for integrating the RTE 
Eq.(1) is the RTE in integro-differential form. It is the starting point for methods based on replacing of 

the RTE with a system of differential equations such as Spherical Harmonics (SH) and Discrete Ordinates 

(DO). The methods of Gauss-Seidel (GS) and Successive Orders (SO) integrate over τ numerically. For 

that, they use the “formal solution”: Eq.(1) explicitly integrated over τ. For numerical integration, the 

variable τ in the formal solution is discretized with some step ∆τ. The τ-discretized RTE in integral form 

is:  
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 1 1

1
( , , ) ( , , )exp ( , , ) ( , , )expi i

t
I I I J t dt   

  

   
   =    +         

     
  (4) 

In Eq.(4), the terms have the following physical meaning (Fig.4): intensity at some level i (left hand side) 

is the sum of the intensity at the neighboring level above i-1 (for descending light, µ+ > 0) or below i+1 

(for ascending light, µ- < 0) the current level, plus single scattering I1 within the level ∆τ (solar beam 

attenuated appropriately for embedded element layer ∆τ), plus multiple scattering within the element 

layer ∆τ (last term in the right side with t indicating integration within ∆τ). Note the sign in exponential 

functions is opposite to that of µ and corresponds to the one in the subscript, i+1 (for ascending 

radiation) or i-1 (for descending radiation). The exponentials are responsible for the aforementioned 

Bouguer-Lambert-Beer attenuation. Fig.4 indicates these components as (a), (b), and (c), respectively. 

 

Fig.4:  Illustration for Eq.(4), 
downward radiation: (a) direct 
contribution from the above layer, (b) 
single scattering contribution from the 
element layer ∆τ, (c1) and (c2) “re-
scattering” of scattered radiation 
coming from above and below, 
respectively. 
 

 

Eqs.(2) and (4) indicate that one deals with three integrals in this order: over azimuth ϕ, over cosine of 

the zenith angle µ, and over optical depth τ. Solving the RTE can be performed by numerical integration 

over the three variables in its simplest form as for example in [72]. However, in plane-parallel 

atmospheres, analytical integration over azimuth using Fourier expansion has become a standard 

technique. In the next three subsections, we will briefly describe the method of integration over each 

variable in the RTE. 

2.3.1. Integration over the azimuth φ 
Fourier expansion of the intensity 

 0

1

( , , ) ( , ) 2 ( , )cos( )
M

m

m

I I I m
=

   =   +      (5) 

and the phase function 

 0

1

( , , , ) ( , ) 2 ( , )cos( ( ))
M

m

m

p p p m
=

        =   +   −  (6) 

τ
1τi−

τi

0μ

1 0exp( τ μ )i−−

μ

τ
exp
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μ
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1

τ
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I

I

J d
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−
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decouples the general RTE for I(τ, µ, ϕ) into several independent RTEs for the Fourier m-moments, Im(τ, 

µ) with no azimuthal dependence in each (note the superscript m; 1

1

mI = would mean 1st Fourier 

harmonic for the first order of scattering). Because of the symmetry of the RTE solution I(τ, µ, ϕ) with 

respect to the principal plane, Fig.5, and symmetry of the phase function with respect to the incident 

light direction, only cos(mϕ) is used in Eqs.(5) and (6). It is only natural to convert the azimuth 

integration into a summation of Fourier series to reduce the integration steps. Aside from Monte Carlo 

methods, most modern RT codes for the plane-parallel atmosphere utilize azimuthal Fourier series 

decomposition. 

 

Fig.5:  TOA intensity for a Rayleigh atmosphere over a 
wind-ruffled ocean [71]  illustrate symmetry with 
respect to principal plane, ϕ=0o-180o . This explains 
the use of cosines in Eqs.(5) & (6). The highest (dark 
red) value corresponds to relative azimuths 0o (“mirror 
reflection” or glint, SZA=45o). The image is plotted in 
log-scale due to the peak of intensity at the glint 
exceeds the average intensity by an order of 
magnitude. VZA=0o corresponds to nadir observation 
(dark blue – weak signal). 
 

 

Two steps are required for the Fourier expansion of the phase function. First, expand the phase function 

in Legendre polynomials as a function of scattering angle. Second, using the addition theorem for the 

Legendre polynomials, substitute the dependence on scattering angle with Legendre functions of 

incident and scattered zeniths and Fourier expansion over relative azimuth, which are native parameters 

of the RTE. These aspects are detailed in Sections 3.2 and 3.4, respectively. 

2.3.2. Integration over the zenith cosine µ 
There are various techniques to perform the integration over the cosine of the zenith angle, µ. Iterative 

techniques, like SO [5,73] and GS [72,74] , discretize the RTE and integrate over µ numerically to get the 

solution at the current iteration from the previous one, starting from single scattering (which is known 

analytically). Expansion of the phase function in Legendre polynomials favors the use of Gaussian 

quadrature integration over µ, for which the nodes are zeros of the Legendre polynomials. The method 

of Discrete Ordinates (DO) [10] also relies on Gaussian quadrature. However, intensities at the Gauss 

nodes are unknown and obtained from a system of differential (over τ) equations. The method of 

Spherical Harmonics (SH) [75,76] , in addition to Fourier series, expands the Fourier moments of 

intensity Im(τ, θ) in series over Legendre polynomials (see Section 3.2), as for the phase function, and 

uses orthogonal properties of the Legendre polynomials to get a system of equations for the Legendre k-

moments of the Fourier m-moments of intensity, ( )m

kI  . Note there is no angular dependence in the k-

moments. Once the k-moments are computed, the RTE solution becomes known at arbitrary set of the 

solar-view geometry, which is convenient for the computation of results at many view angles such as 

when generating lookup tables (LUTs) for use in satellite retrievals. 
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2.3.3. Integration over the optical thickness τ 
Similar to integration over µ, integration over τ differs depending on the method. The methods of DO 

and SH, whose systems of differential equations are mathematically identical, integrate over τ 

analytically using eigenvalue decomposition of the system matrix [77]. Analytical integration yields high 

accuracy and independence of the codes’ runtime on the optical thickness, an advantage when 

simulating for example thick clouds. In both techniques it is possible to split the atmosphere from the 

boundary conditions. However, the eigenvalue decomposition is time consuming and must be done for 

each optical layer, hence the use of optimized libraries is preferable. If runtime is an issue, these 

methods are advantageous for cases with a low (1-5) number of optical layers. 

The iterative methods of SO and GS “know” the previous solution at some predetermined grid of τ-

values and integrate over it numerically. This approach is simple (does not require external libraries) and 

efficient if the atmosphere is not very thick (τ ~ 1). Numerical τ -integration is the method of choice for 

scenarios with complex vertical profiles (many optical layers) and/or smooth change of the solar-view 

geometry over height in the pseudo-spherical RT codes [78]. In the simplest (and often fastest) 

implementation, the SO and GS codes run anew for every solar zenith and surface condition simulated. 

Iterations start from the single scattering approximation, which is known. 

A common technique used when simulating optically thick atmosphere is the Adding-Doubling (AD) 

method, which falls between numerical and analytical integration over τ. The method relies on the 

assumption that reflectance (R) and transmittance (T) properties from any (Gauss) direction to another 

(Gauss) direction is known. Hence, these properties of two neighboring layers combined can be 

computed from the individual properties – layers “adding”. Starting from a very thin (τ ~ 2-10 ≈ 0.001) 

element layer, one computes T and R for a layer of arbitrary thickness. This method is very sensitive to 

the selection of the initial layer. However, in a uniform atmosphere two layers combined yield a layer of 

twice the optical thickness, which in turn is then combined with the neighboring layer of the same – 

doubled – thickness, and so on. The AD technique goes from TOA to BOA, includes all scattering orders, 

and relies on multiple matrix multiplications and inversion (the latter is to be replaced with the solution 

to the system of linear equations – hence optimized libraries are preferable). Invariant embedding (IE) 

and matrix operator (MO) methods use similar formalism to connect layers. Later in this paper we 

illustrate the main idea of the matrix operator technique (Section 3.6.2). 

2.4. Choice of methods and general steps 
The variety of techniques commonly employed to solve the RTE indicates that there is no one universal 

best method. The theoretical and numerical complexity of the solution grows as the problem becomes 

more complex for either atmosphere (e.g., many optical layers instead of one, 3D instead of 1D plane-

parallel atmosphere), or boundary conditions (e.g., off-nadir Sun, azimuthally non-symmetric or 

inhomogeneous surface reflectance), or the radiation itself (e.g., polarization of light). It is for that 

reason the first step in solving the RTE is to pick a method that best fits the problem. The best code is 

not always the one that runs fastest: each problem also has its own accuracy requirements. One should 

also consider weighting between using a slower but easier to code, debug, and support method against 

a faster method that requires understanding of complicated mathematical background and needs 

optimized libraries (which may limit the code distribution due to software or licensing issues). 

Numerical implementation of these techniques starts with coding the low-level functions first:  Legendre 

polynomials, Gauss nodes and weights, and the single scattering approximation. The latter should be 
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done in two forms: first using single scattering without expansion in Fourier series over relative azimuth. 

It is sufficient to create this code only for boundaries where the RTE is to be solved (e.g., only at TOA). 

Second, one needs single scattering for a given Fourier order m at an arbitrary level in the atmosphere. 

This will be used as an initial guess in GS and SO to compute corresponding Fourier moments of the 

multiple scattering. Subtraction of the single scattering from the multiple scattering, once computed, 

yields the RTE solution for second and higher scattering orders expanded in Fourier series. At the final 

step, one accumulates the Fourier series, starting from the exact (not expanded) single scattering until 

sufficient accuracy is achieved. In the next section we present, step by step, the theoretical basis and 

show corresponding code for this algorithm using the method of GS iterations, which advantages are 

described in Section 3.6 “Numerical simulation of multiple scattering using Gauss-Seidel iteration”. 

3. RT code development 
In this section we will describe the mathematical representation of each of the RTE solution steps along 

with the associated Python implementation and routines. 

3.1. Gaussian nodes and weights 
Computation of Gaussian nodes, xj, and weights, wj, for numerical integration of a function f (x) 

 
1 2

11

( ) ( )
N

j j

j

f x dx w f x
=−

   (7) 

is very common [79]. Source code is available e.g. in Fortran [80], C [81], or directly from publicly-

available RT codes (including gsit described in this paper). A built-in function is available e.g. in the 

Python packages numpy.polynomial.legendre.leggauss. Fig.6 shows, without much 

discussion, the implementation of computation of the Gauss nodes and weights that we use in this 

paper.  
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Fig.6: Computation of n Gauss nodes within x1:x2 interval. 

Note a few peculiarities of Eq.(7). First, in Eq.(7), 2N is the order of the Gaussian quadrature, where N is 

the number of nodes (often called “streams” in RT) per hemisphere. Since nodes are located 

symmetrically with respect to µ=0 (the horizon), it is common in RT to define N (half space), not 2N (full 

space) as the input parameter. 

Second, there are two types of Gaussian quadrature: single and double [82]. Suppose, µ1 and w1 are N 

single-Gauss nodes, i.e. nodes computed in the [-1 : +1] (full-) interval, and µ2 and w2 are double Gauss 

nodes computed within [0 : +1] (half-) interval. The two are related as follows 

 1 1
2 2

1
0,

2 2

w
w+ + +

 =  = . (8) 

Fig.7 shows a full set of 2N double-Gauss nodes within [-1 : 1], defined using 2 2 2 20, w w− + − + = −  = , 

and a corresponding set of 2N single-Gauss nodes for 2N=20. Note that at the horizontal plane (µ = 0), 

weights of the double-Gauss nodes are smaller, so is the influence of discontinuity of intensity at the 

boundaries (e.g., atmosphere-surface boundary, or two adjacent atmospheric layers with different 

optical properties like cloud and clear sky). In contrast, single-Gauss quadrature seems preferable for 

computations of the phase function expansion moments due to higher density of nodes at exact forward 

(µ=+1) and backward (µ=-1) scattering directions. 

1. import numpy as np

2. from numba import jit

3. @jit(nopython=True, cache=True) 

4. def gauss_zeroes_weights(x1, x2, n):

5. const_yeps = 3.0e-14

6. x = np.zeros(n)

7. w = np.zeros(n)

8. m = int((n+1)/2)

9. yxm = 0.5*(x2 + x1)

10. yxl = 0.5*(x2 - x1)

11. for i in range(m):

12. yz = np.cos(np.pi*(i + 0.75)/(n + 0.5))

13. while True:

14. yp1 = 1.0

15. yp2 = 0.0

16. for j in range(n):

17. yp3 = yp2

18. yp2 = yp1

19. yp1 = ((2.0*j + 1.0)*yz*yp2 - j*yp3)/(j+1)

20. ypp = n*(yz*yp1 - yp2)/(yz*yz - 1.0)

21. yz1 = yz

22. yz = yz1 - yp1/ypp

23. if (np.abs(yz - yz1) < const_yeps):

24. break # exit while loop

25. x[i] = yxm - yz*yxl

26. x[n-1-i] = yxm + yxl*yz

27. w[i] = 2.0*yxl/((1.0 - yz*yz)*ypp*ypp)

28. w[n-1-i] = w[i]

29. return x, w
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Fig.7: Single- (red) and double- (blue) Gaussian quadrature for 2N=20 nodes in the full interval 

 

3.2. Basis functions in RT 
Legendre polynomials are orthogonal polynomials and considered as the basis functions in RT numerical 

simulations. Depending on the problem, either ordinary, or associated, or generalized (for polarization) 

polynomials are used.  Because they are orthogonal they can be added, replacing an integral with a 

simpler summation, where the number of terms can be adjusted as required to balance numerical 

accuracy with computational burden. In this section, we discuss computation of ordinary and associated 

Legendre polynomials separately. 

3.2.1. Ordinary Legendre polynomials 

Ordinary Legendre polynomials ( )kP x , where x=[-1 : 1] corresponds to cosine of the zenith angle, 

possess only one degree of freedom – the polynomial order k = 0, 1, 2, … K. Hence, they are used to 

compute solutions that depend on one angle only – zenith or scattering. Examples are computation of 

fluxes and azimuthally independent intensity (when either solar or view directions, or both, coincide 

with local normal), and expansion of the phase function. ( )kP x  are orthogonal 

 
1

1

2
( ) ( )

2 1
k l klP x P x dx

k
−

= 
+ , (9) 

where kl  is the Kronecker delta. For k = 0 and 1, the Legendre polynomials are known: 0 ( ) 1P x = , 

1( )P x x= . For arbitrary k, one uses the recurrence relation 

 1 1( 1) ( ) (2 1) ( ) ( )k k kk P x k x P x k P x+ −+ = + − . (10) 

In RT codes, it is convenient to redefine indices, k → k -1, in Eq.(10), scale both sides by 1/k, and write 

 1 2( ) (2 1 / ) ( ) (1 1 / ) ( )k k kP x k xP x k P x− −= − − − . (11) 
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Despite the simplicity of Eq.(11), it is a good idea to check it against explicit formula for low orders, 

available e.g. in Wolfram15 (see Eqs.(4-8) ) or Wikipedia16 or literature [83] or built-in functions in Python 

(scipy.special.legendre), Matlab (legendreP) etc. Fig.8 shows our implementation in 

Python. 

 
Fig.8:  Python function to compute ordinary Legendre polynomials for a given scalar value x and all orders k = 

0, 1, 2 … kmax. 

In our example kmax is defined with zero-offset for k = 0, 1, 2 … which gives the total of kmax+1 values 

of k. The zero offset is convenient in e.g. C, Python, IDL, or other zero-based languages because 

“theoretical” value of k coincides with index of an element in array pk. However, in Fortran one should 

modify the above code as appropriate if a default unit offset for indices is used. The oscillatory nature of 

the polynomials may hide the error at this stage, if not tested properly, and will manifest itself in highly 

oscillating intensity or the phase function when computed as a function of angle. 

Both the number of abscissae x and orders k may reach thousands for atmospheres with clouds, but a 

few tens to hundreds are more common for atmospheric aerosol studies. Although computation of the 

polynomials is never a bottleneck, the developer should decide on what parameter, k or x, will be in the 

lead (fast) dimension if a 2d-array is used to precompute and store ( )kP x . As we will see, summation 

over k is used to simulate multiple scattering. Therefore, it is beneficial to store all k for a given x 

consecutively in memory. The second option, sequence of x for a given k, is preferable for expansion of 

the phase function in Legendre series using integration over x = µ for a given k. 

 
15 http://mathworld.wolfram.com/LegendrePolynomial.html  
16 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legendre_polynomials  

1. import numpy as np

2. from numba import jit

3. @jit(nopython=True, cache=True) 

4. def legendre_polynomial(x, kmax):

5. nk = kmax+1

6. pk = np.zeros(nk)

7. if kmax == 0:

8. pk[0] = 1.0

9. elif kmax == 1:

10. pk[0] = 1.0

11. pk[1] = x

12. else:

13. pk[0] = 1.0

14. pk[1] = x

15. for ik in range(2, nk):

16. pk[ik] = (2.0 - 1.0/ik)*x*pk[ik-1] – \

17. (1.0 - 1.0/ik)*pk[ik-2]

18. return pk

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/LegendrePolynomial.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legendre_polynomials
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3.2.2. Associated Legendre polynomials 

The associated Legendre polynomials17,18 ( )m

kP x  possess 2 degrees of freedom, k and m, for zenith and 

azimuth expansions, respectively; m =0 reduces the associate polynomials to the ordinary ones. The 

numerical strategy is similar: one uses recurrence relation (e.g., see Eq.(6.8.7) in [80,81]) 

 1 2( ) ( ) (2 1) ( ) ( 1) ( )m m m

k k kk m P x k xP x k m P x− −− = − − + −  (12) 

provided expressions for lower degree k and given order m are known. For all m < k, ( ) 0m

kP x =  by 

definition due to m-th derivative of the k -order ordinary Legendre polynomial ( )kP x . The analytical 

expression is known for k = m (e.g., see Eq.(6.8.8) in [80,81]) 

 2 /2( ) ( 1) (2 1)!!(1 )m m m

mP x m x= − − − . (13) 

Eq.(12) and explicit formulae for low-order polynomials (e.g., Eqs. (12)-(27) in Wolfram19 or in [83]) allow 

one to start iterations and check the result. Source code for ( )m

kP x is published in C [81] and Fortran 

[80]. Built-in functions scipy.special.lpmn20 and legendre21 are available in Python and 

Matlab, respectively. 

In this paper, however, we use a slightly different form of the associated polynomials (Schmidt semi-

normalized polynomials22, see also [84]) 

 
( )!

( ) ( 1) ( )
( )!

m m m

k k

k m
Q x P x

k m

−
= −

+
 (14) 

for two reasons. First, the (-1)m factor removes the same factor from ( )m

kP x (e.g. see Eq.(13)). Second, 

the use of the square root factor simplifies the orthogonal property  

 
1

1

2
( ) ( )

2 1

m m

k l klQ x Q x
k

−

= 
+ , (15) 

where δkl is the Kronecker delta (compare e.g., with Eq.(5) in Wolfram16). Therefore, one must be careful 

when comparing associated polynomials from different sources. Note that the Schmidt and associate 

polynomials are direct substitution of each other in terms of the final result, but their orthogonal 

properties differ by a scaling factor. In Table 2 we provide analytical expressions for a few low-order 

associated polynomials as defined in Eq.(14); Fig.9 shows source code. 

 

 

 
17 https://mathworld.wolfram.com/AssociatedLegendrePolynomial.html  
18 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Associated_Legendre_polynomials  
19 https://mathworld.wolfram.com/AssociatedLegendrePolynomial.html  
20 https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.special.lpmn.html  
21 https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/ref/legendre.html  
22 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spherical_harmonics  

https://mathworld.wolfram.com/AssociatedLegendrePolynomial.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Associated_Legendre_polynomials
https://mathworld.wolfram.com/AssociatedLegendrePolynomial.html
https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.special.lpmn.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/ref/legendre.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spherical_harmonics
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Table 2: Explicit expressions for a few low-order associated polynomials ( )m

kQ x , Eq.(14)   

k m = 1 m = 2 m = 3 

0 0 0 0 

1 2(1 ) 2x−  0 0 

2 23 (1 ) 6x x−  
23(1 ) 24x−  0 

3 2 23(5 1) (1 ) / 3 4x x− −  
215 (1 ) 120x x−  2 3/215(1 ) 720x−  

4 2 25 (3 7 ) (1 ) 4x x x− − −  
2 215(7 1)(1 ) 1440x x− −  2 3/2105 (1 ) 5040x x−  

 

 

 
Fig.9:  Python function to compute Schmidt semi-normalized associated Legendre polynomials, Eq.(14), for a given 

scalar value x, Fourier degree m > 0, and all orders k = 0, 1, 2 … kmax. Note for m < k, ( ) 0m

kQ x =  is returned. 

3.3. Solution in the single scattering approximation 
The single scattering approximation is a particular but very important solution to the RTE. Recall it is 

derived from Eq.(1) omitting the (multiple) scattering integral ( , , )J    , Eq.(2), to give 

 01
1 0 0 0

0

( , , )
( , , ) ( , , , ) exp

4

I
I p I

     
 = −    +     − 

   
,  (16) 

where subscript “1” means single scattering (as opposed to superscript denoting Fourier index m). Note, 

Eq.(16) contains only path radiance because bouncing of (already scattered) light between atmosphere 

and surface requires at least two scattering events (reflection is equivalent to scattering in that regard). 

1. import numpy as np

2. from numba import jit

3. @jit(nopython=True, cache=True) 

4. def schmidt_polynomial (m, x, kmax):

5. nk = kmax+1

6. qk = np.zeros(nk)

7. #   k=m: Qmm(x)=c0*[sqrt(1-x2)]^m

8. c0 = 1.0

9. for ik in range(2, 2*m+1, 2):

10. c0 = c0 - c0/ik

11. qk[m] = np.sqrt(c0)*np.power(np.sqrt( 1.0 - x*x ), m)

12. #   Q{k-1}m(x), Q{k-2}m(x) -> Qkm(x)

13. m1 = m*m - 1.0

14. m4 = m*m - 4.0

15. for ik in range(m+1, nk):

16. c1 = 2.0*ik - 1.0

17. c2 = np.sqrt((ik + 1.0)*(ik - 3.0) - m4)

18. c3 = 1.0/np.sqrt((ik + 1.0)*(ik - 1.0) - m1)

19. qk[ik] = (c1*x*qk[ik-1] - c2*qk[ik-2])*c3

20. return qk
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The surface contributes to single scattering going upward only by reflecting the direct (not yet scattered) 

solar beam 

 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0exp( ) exp( )Atm Srf SrfI I I I I+

−= + = +    −  ,  (17) 

Eq.(16) is an ordinary differential equation. The solution 1( , , )I     obeys two boundary conditions, at 

TOA (descending diffuse radiation is zero) and BOA (ascending diffuse radiation is zero even if the 

surface is not black). Because of that, the solution in single scattering looks different for ascending, µ < 

0, and descending, µ > 0, radiation 

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0
1 1 0

0 0

0

0 0

exp exp , 0

( , , ) ( , ) ( ) exp exp , 0,
4

exp , .

I I p

       −  
− − −       

 −         


      
   =   =  − − −          

  −       


   −  =    

 (18) 

The last equation analytically eliminates the 01/ ( ) − singular point, which also can be avoided 

numerically by slightly shifting µ. 

Eq.(18) describes general features of the angular distribution of the scattered light, and can be used to 

quickly compute derivatives over the parameters (e.g., optical thickness). Due to its simple analytical 

representation, it is used to enhance the code’s performance as a routine known as single scattering 

correction.  

Eq.(18) is inconvenient if ( ) ( , )p p =   . In this case one splits the atmosphere into homogeneous 

layers Δτ, computes single scattering from each layer, assumed alone 11( , )I    (τ0=Δτ and τ=0 or Δτ for 

upward and downward solutions, respectively), 
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 (19) 

and then computes the contribution from that layer to all other layers above and below the current one, 

accounting for the exponential attenuation along the view direction as appropriate. The solar beam 

must also be attenuated. Fig.10 illustrates the idea. By looping over all ∆τ-layers, one accumulates the 

contribution from each and thus gets the single scattering solution at all levels in the atmosphere, which 

we will use further for multiple scattering computations. 
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Fig.10 Single scattering from layer 

4, (4)

1I  see Eq.(19), irradiated by an 

attenuated direct solar beam 
contributes to each boundary 
above and below the layer. The 
contribution is also attenuated 
after scattering depending on the 
view cosine. Accumulated 
contribution from all layers 1 to 6 
yields single scattering at each 
boundary of the layer. 

 

For validation purposes, we recommend implementing two versions of the single scattering solution. 

The one given by Eq.(18) is easier to implement: it does not loop over element layers, and attenuation 

along the solar beam and the view direction are accounted for in the equation “automatically”. Eq.(19) 

is practically convenient but requires more coding – hence the chance of making a mistake is higher. 

Benchmark results are published [85] for single scattering of polarized light, which in the case of solar 

light precisely agrees with the scalar approximation made here. Fig.11(a-b) shows our implementation 

of Eq.(18) separately for upward (single_scattering_up) and downward 

(single_scattering_down) radiation. Source code for Eq.(19) will be shown later. 

 
Fig.11a: Python code for Eq.(18), ascending radiation: mu < 0; array of azimuths azr is in radians. Expansion 

moments xk are scaled by half of the single scattering albedo – see Section 3.5 “TOA flux and scaling of the phase 

function and moments”. 

1. import numpy as np

2. from numba import jit

3. from def_legendre_polynomial import legendre_polynomial

4. @jit(nopython=True, cache=True) 

5. def single_scattering_up(mu, mu0, azr, tau0, xk):

6. nk = len(xk)

7. smu = np.sqrt(1.0 - mu*mu)

8. smu0 = np.sqrt(1.0 - mu0*mu0)

9. nu = mu*mu0 + smu*smu0*np.cos(azr)

10. p = np.zeros_like(nu)

11. for inu, nui in enumerate(nu):

12. pk = legendre_polynomial(nui, nk-1)

13. p[inu] = np.dot(xk, pk)

14. mup = -mu

15. I1up = p*mu0/(mu0 + mup)*(1.0 - np.exp(-tau0/mup -tau0/mu0))

16. return I1up
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Fig.11b: Same as Fig.11a except for descending radiation: mu > 0. Expansion moments xk are scaled by half of the 

single scattering albedo – see Section 3.5 “TOA flux and scaling of the phase function and moments”. 

In both functions single_scattering_up and single_scattering_down, the phase function 

is represented using expansion moments, xk (scaled by half of single scattering albedo – see Section 

3.5). Next section discusses this key step in RT numerical simulation. 

3.4. Expansion of the phase function in Legendre series, and addition theorem 
In both code samples for the upward and downward single scattering intensity, Fig.11ab, one finds 

expansion of the phase function in Legendre series using dot product 

import numpy as np 

… 

pk = legendre_polynomial(nu, nk-1) 

p = np.dot(xk, pk)  

for which the analytical formula is 
 

 
0

( ) ( )
K

k k

k

p x P
=

 =  . (20) 

This expansion can be omitted in the case of single scattering, but for multiple scattering it is a key step. 

The reason for that is the cosine of the scattering angle () 

 cos =   (21) 

is not a direct variable of the RTE. However, it is indirectly related to the RTE variables through the 

following: 

 2 21 1 cos( )   =  + − − −  (22) 

1. import numpy as np

2. from numba import jit

3. from def_legendre_polynomial import legendre_polynomial

4. @jit(nopython=True, cache=True) 

5. def single_scattering_down(mu, mu0, azr, tau0, xk):

6. nk = len(xk)

7. tiny = 1.0e-8      # for 1/(mu-mu0) singular point

8. smu = np.sqrt(1.0 - mu*mu)

9. smu0 = np.sqrt(1.0 - mu0*mu0)

10. nu = mu*mu0 + smu*smu0*np.cos(azr)

11. p = np.zeros_like(nu)

12. for inu, nui in enumerate(nu):

13. pk = legendre_polynomial(nui, nk-1)

14. p[inu] = np.dot(xk, pk) 

15. if np.abs(mu - mu0) < tiny:

16. I1dn = p*tau0*np.exp(-tau0/mu0)/mu0

17. else:

18. I1dn = p*mu0/(mu0 - mu)* \

19. (np.exp(-tau0/mu0) - np.exp(-tau0/mu))

20. return I1dn
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In Eq.(22), the prime notation is used for radiation before scattering, which direction is arbitrary and 

unknown, except for the incoming Solar beam: 0 0, 0  =   =  = . 

The addition theorem for Legendre polynomials combines Eqs.(20) and (22) using ordinary and 

associated Legendre polynomials: 

0

1

( ) ( , , , ) 2 cos( ( ))
M

m

m

p p p p m
=

   =     = + − =  

 0 0

0 0

( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( )cos( ( ))
K K M K

m m

k k k k k k

k k m k

x P P x P P m


= = =

  =   +   −   (23) 

Expansion Eq.(23) (in short form Eq.(6)) contains Fourier series, whose azimuthally averaged component 

p0 we write as a separate term for convenience. Using the Fourier expansion of intensity, Eq.(5), and 

orthogonal properties of the cosine function under the scattering integral, one gets the azimuthally-

independent (decoupled) equation for the m-th component of the scattered intensity (we use integral 

form of the RTE as an example) 
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  (24) 

The expansion moments of the phase function are a key input parameter for multiple scattering 

simulations. At this step we assume them known and will briefly discuss their computation later in 

Section 4.3. Before we proceed to Section 3.6 that shows sample code that solves Eq.(24) using the 

method of GS iterations (the code is named gsit as a result), we need to define boundary conditions in 

Section 3.5.  

3.5. TOA flux, scaling of the phase function and the bottom boundary condition 
In Section 2.1 we mentioned that the scaling of the RTE solution is in general arbitrary. For our code we 

pick this value of the TOA flux: 

 0 2I =    (25) 

which converts Eq.(24) to (note the single scattering term – last in the right side - has changed) 
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Further, we note that the scattering event is always described by multiplication of the single scattering 

albedo ω0 and the phase function (in single scattering) or moments (in the Fourier expanded single and 

multiple scattering). To reduce the number of arguments in corresponding functions, we include ω0/2 as 

a scaling factor in the phase function moments and deal with this equation (note ω0/2 is “dropped”) 
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where the k = 0 expansion moment for the phase function becomes x0 = ω0/2, and other moments are 

scaled by the same factor. It is for that reason the single scattering functions in Fig.11ab do not explicitly 

take ω0 as an input parameter. 

Definition of the TOA flux, Eq.(25), modifies the bottom boundary condition, Eq.(3), - the factor of 2 in 

reflection of the direct solar beam (first term in the right side) appears  

 
2 1

0
0 0 0

0 0 0

( , , ) 2 exp ( , , )I I d d



−

  
   =  − +       

  
  . (28) 

The multiple bouncing (last) term in Eq.(28) contains doubled reflected intensity averaged over azimuth 

(m=0 Fourier harmonic as the superscript in 0

0( , )I    indicates) 
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Thus, the bottom boundary condition 
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   (30) 

contains the factor of 2 at both terms, but for different reasons. In case of a Lambertian surface at BOA, 

only m=0 Fourier harmonics for diffuse intensity survives after reflection. Using the bottom boundary 

condition, Eq.(30), we now proceed to computation of multiple scattering. 

3.6. Numerical simulation of multiple scattering using Gauss-Seidel iteration 
The method of GS iterations is a simple yet powerful numerical technique to solve the RTE. Introduced 

in RT in the 1960s for application in optical [72] and radio [86] bands, the method is actively used for 

numerical simulation of scattered light and its derivatives in plane-parallel [36,62,87] and spherical 

[74,88–93] atmospheres. We refer an interested reader to the above papers and references therein for 

details of the method.  

For our purposes, the GS method allows to illustrate the main steps of numerical implementation of the 

RTE solution with arguably simplest possible non-Monte Carlo code. Thus, for instance, polarization of 

light was included in the GS code from the very beginning; adding surface reflectance, including a rough 

wind-ruffled ocean [94], is also straightforward. The code does not require external libraries or 

understanding sophisticated eigenvalue decomposition formalism of the DO or SH methods. 

Noteworthy, the methods of GS iterations and SO are conceptually identical and understanding of one 

immediately leads to understanding of the other. Later in this section we will highlight a minor 

peculiarity that distinguishes the two techniques.  

Despite the general similarity of the GS and SO techniques, the former seems to have numerical 

supremacy over the latter. Dave [95] showed that GS requires 40%-60% less iterations for computation 

of downward fluxes (Fourier moment m=0 only) with four significant figures (~0.1% error). Azimuthal 

dependence was not studied. In the same remarkable paper, Dave analyzed the influence of integration 

step ∆τ = 0.005, 0.01, 0.02 on the final accuracy in Rayleigh and Mie-scattering scenarios. He concluded 

[95] that the method of GS possess “more efficient iteration procedure” and found ∆τ ~ 0.01 meets the 
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0.1% error requirement for Rayleigh and Mie scattering, wide range of optical depths and solar angles, 

while 0.02 “give fairly reliable numerical result” [95].  

The idea of the method together with its strengths and weaknesses are narrated in [23] and [22]. One 

splits the atmosphere into layers of equal (for efficiency) optical thickness ∆τ and solves the azimuthally 

decoupled RTE, Eq.(24). First, solution at Gauss nodes is obtained iteratively starting from the single 

scattering solution known at any point and direction in the atmosphere. Next the RTE is solved for 

arbitrary line of sight using either dummy node technique or integration of the source function 

technique (Section 3.6.2). The single scattering correction is applied to increase accuracy without 

significantly increasing runtime (or equivalently: decrease the runtime for the same given accuracy). In 

subsequent sections we provide details of the algorithm. For clarity, we split each function into pieces, 

comment each piece separately, and refer to Fig.10 in support of our explanation. 

3.6.1. Multiple scattering solution at Gauss nodes and a given Fourier order m 
At this step, our goal is to compute the m-th Fourier moment of the diffuse light at Gauss nodes and at 

all levels τi in the atmosphere, including TOA and BOA. The function 

gauss_seidel_iterations_m() solves the problem using inputs m – Fourier moment: m = 0, 1, 2 

… Kmax-1 (the function does not check the value of m); mu0 – cosine of the SZA; srfa – Lambertian 

surface albedo (reflection coefficient); nit - number of iterations; ng1 – number of Gauss nodes per 

hemisphere; nlr – number of layer elements; dtau – optical thickness of each layer element 

(integration step over τ); as Section 3.5 explains, array xk contains the phase function expansion 

moments scaled by single scattering albedo ω0/2 and (2k+1). The total optical thickness of the layer 

(which, for this vertically-homogeneous case, is the whole atmosphere) is tau0=dtau*nlr. For 

simplicity we define the total number of iterations nit manually (although this can be done 

automatically). Variables m, nit, ng1, nlr are integers, other variables are floats. Function 

gauss_seidel_iterations_m() uses the following dependences: 

gauss_zeroes_weights() to compute Gauss zeros and weights, legendre_polynomial() to 

compute ordinary Legendre polynomials, and schmidt_polynomial() to compute associated 

(Schmidt semi-normalized) Legendre polynomials (Fig.12). 

 
Fig.12a: Header for function gauss_seidel_iterations_m() to solve the m-th component of the RTE at 

Gauss nodes and grid over τ. 

We begin by defining some local parameters as indicated in Fig.12b. 

1. import numpy as np

2. from numba import jit

3. from def_gauss_zeroes_weights import gauss_zeroes_weights

4. from def_legendre_polynomial import legendre_polynomial

5. from def_schmidt_polynomial import schmidt_polynomial

6. @jit(nopython=True, cache=True)

7. def gauss_seidel_iterations_m(m, mu0, srfa, nit, ng1, nlr, dtau, xk)
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Fig.12b: Local variable parameters in gauss_seidel_iterations_m(); tau is the equidistant grid of 

levels. 

We compute Gauss nodes µg and weights first per hemisphere and then extend them symmetrically for 

the whole sphere. The first and second halves of each array correspond to ascending and descending 

radiation, respectively.  

 
Fig.12c: Double-Gauss nodes mug and weights wg. 

Ordinary (for m = 0) or associated (for m > 0 – azimuthal dependence) Legendre polynomials and Fourier 

moments of the phase function are then computed from expansion coefficients depending on the input 

Fourier moment m. The same Fourier moment of the phase function is computed for scattering from the 

solar direction to all Gauss quadrature directions to be used in single scattering. 

 
Fig.12d: Computation of polynomials and the phase function for the given Fourier moment m. 

One can now compute the m-th Fourier moment for single scattering at each boundary for subsequent 

integration over optical depth, and at all Gauss directions for subsequent integration over the zenith. 

The latter is the lead dimension, for which elements are in memory with unit stride, for efficient 

integration over angle at each boundary. 

We start computation of single scattering for descending radiation, the 2nd and 3rd parts of Eq.(19), by 

first computing single scattering from an element layer ∆τ, accumulating contributions for all element 

layers but considering the attenuation of the solar beam as it reaches each element layer and 

def gauss_seidel_iterations_m(m, mu0, srfa, nit, ng1, nlr, dtau, xk):

…

8. tiny = 1.0e-8                     # to compare floats

9. nb = nlr+1                        # number of boundaries

10. nk = len(xk)                      # number of expansion moments

11. ng2 = ng1*2                       # number of Gauss nodes per sphere

12. tau0 = nlr*dtau                   # total optical thickness

13. tau = np.linspace(0.0, tau0, nb)  # embedding of boundaries (Fig.6)

def gauss_seidel_iterations_m(m, mu0, srfa, nit, ng1, nlr, dtau, xk):

…

14. mup, w = gauss_zeroes_weights(0.0, 1.0, ng1) # mup > 0

15. mug = np.concatenate((-mup, mup))            # up: -mup,  down: +mup

16. wg = np.concatenate((w, w))

def gauss_seidel_iterations_m(m, mu0, srfa, nit, ng1, nlr, dtau, xk):

…

17. pk = np.zeros((ng2, nk)) # Legendre polynomials

18. p = np.zeros(ng2)        # m-th moment of the phase function

19. if m == 0:

20. pk0 = legendre_polynomial(mu0, nk-1)

21. for ig in range(ng2):

22. pk[ig, :] = legendre_polynomial(mug[ig], nk-1)

23. p[ig] = np.dot(xk, pk[ig, :]*pk0)

24. else:

25. pk0 = schmidt_polynomial(m, mu0, nk-1)

26. for ig in range(ng2):

27. pk[ig, :] = schmidt_polynomial(m, mug[ig], nk-1)

28. p[ig] = np.dot(xk, pk[ig, :]*pk0) 
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attenuation along the line of sight. Recall, downward single scattering obeys the zero top boundary 

condition, while the bottom boundary has no effect (because for downward light in single scattering, the 

BOA has not yet been encountered). A numerical singularity is avoided by using Taylor series expansion 

(last formula in Eq.(19)). 

 

Fig.12e: Solution to RTE in the single scattering approximation at positive Gauss nodes (2nd – lead – dimension) and 

all layer boundaries (first dimension). 

Ascending single scattering is computed in a similar way, except for starting from BOA and going up. The 

only difference is the contribution of surface reflection of the direct solar beam. We limited ourselves to 

Lambertian surface with reflection that is azimuthally even – hence only the m=0 Fourier component is 

present for that surface. 

 
Fig.12f: Same Fig.12e except for negative (upward) Gauss directions. See Eq.[30] for scaling factor 2.0 in line 47. 

We recommend checking this single scattering versus the one shown in Fig.11ab, at least for the 

azimuthally independent scenario, because the single scattering in Fig.12(e-f) will now be used to start 

iterations for multiple scattering. 

Numerical simulation of multiple scattering involves the m-th Fourier moment of the phase function, 

computed from expansion moments, that simulates scattering from all Gauss directions to all Gauss 

def gauss_seidel_iterations_m(m, mu0, srfa, nit, ng1, nlr, dtau, xk):

…

29. I11dn = np.zeros(ng1)  # single scattering from element layer

30. for ig in range(ng1):

31. mu = mup[ig]

32. if (np.abs(mu0 - mu) < tiny):  # mu - mu0 -> 0 singularity

33. I11dn[ig] = p[ng1+ig]*dtau*np.exp(-dtau/mu0)/mu0

34. else:

35. I11dn[ig] = p[ng1+ig]*mu0/(mu0 - mu)* \

36. (np.exp(-dtau/mu0) - np.exp(-dtau/mu))

37. I1dn = np.zeros((nb, ng1))  # single scattering at all levels ib

38. I1dn[1, :] = I11dn

39. for ib in range(2, nb):

40. I1dn[ib, :] = \

41. I1dn[ib-1, :]*np.exp(-dtau/mup) + \ # from boundary above

42. I11dn*np.exp(-tau[ib-1]/mu0)    # from the current layer

def gauss_seidel_iterations_m(m, mu0, srfa, nit, ng1, nlr, dtau, xk):

…

43. I11up = p[0:ng1]*mu0/(mu0 + mup)* # single scattering from one layer

44. (1.0 - np.exp(-dtau/mup -dtau/mu0))

45. I1up = np.zeros_like(I1dn)     # single scattering at all boundaries

46. if m == 0 and srfa > tiny:

47. I1up[nb-1, :] = 2.0*srfa*mu0*np.exp(-tau0/mu0)         # surface

48. I1up[nb-2, :] = I1up[nb-1, :]*np.exp(-dtau/mup) + \

49. I11up*np.exp(-tau[nb-2]/mu0)

50. else:

51. I1up[nb-2, :] = I11up*np.exp(-tau[nb-2]/mu0)

52. for ib in range(nb-3, -1, -1):

53. I1up[ib, :] = I1up[ib+1, :]*np.exp(-dtau/mup) + \

54. I11up*np.exp(-tau[ib]/mu0)
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directions, Eq.(24). Basically, one deals with a square matrix that multiples a vector of intensities coming 

from all the Gauss directions. 

The RTE scattering integral is replaced with matrix vector multiplication 

 =J W I  (31) 

where  W is an ng2-by-ng2 matrix (wpij in Fig.12g),  I is a vector of ng2 intensities coming from all 

Gauss directions to the scattering point, and  J  is a vector of intensities scattered towards all Gauss 

directions (not yet integrated over τ – hence we use notation J instead of I). Recall, upward directions 

(mu < 0) come first, followed by downward directions. With that in mind, we rewrite Eq.(31) as follows 

 
− − − −

− +− − − − + +

+ + + +

− ++ + − − + +

       +
= =      

+      

W WJ I W I W I

W WJ I W I W I
. (32) 

In Eq.(32), all vectors and matrices are half the size, ng1=ng2/2, of those in Eq.(31), top and bottom 

indices at W correspond to sign of µ along row and column, respectively. 

Several important notes must be made about the square matrix wpij. First, Eq.(32) reveals the 

meaning of each quarter of the scattering matrix W. Namely, −

−W  describes how light that was traveling 

upward (subscript “-”),  −I , continues its path upward (superscript ”-”) after scattering. Hence,  −

−W  is 

the diffuse upward transmittance, −T . −

+W  describes how light that was traveling down, +I , gets 

redirected up by scattering. Hence, −

+W  is the diffuse upward reflectance, −R . Applying the same idea 

to the two terms of +J  leads one to rewrite Eq.(32) as 

 − −− −

+ ++ +

    
=    
    

T RJ I

R TJ I
. (33) 

Second, for a homogeneous layer there is no “up” and “down” – its optical properties are the same:

− += =T T T  and − += =R R R , so 

 − −

+ +

    
=    
    

T RJ I

R TJ I
. (34) 

In terms of the piece of code in Fig.12g, one can say that scattering from Gauss direction i to j and 

vice versa are equal and depend only on mutual “location” of the two ordinates. This is known as the 

principal of reciprocity [27]. Hence, wpij must be symmetric.  

Third, as Table 2 indicates, non-zero elements in summation over k start with m – not with 0 (line 58 in 

Fig.12g). However, the gain of time is minor. 
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Fig.12g: Fourier moment m for the phase matrix p for scattering from Gauss node i to Gauss node j weighted 

with wg for integration over all Gauss directions in the scattering integral  - hence the name wpij. 

Fourth and final, it can be shown [75] that upward and downward elements of matrix W = wpij 

involve only odd and even orders k, respectively. Accounting for that would involve unnecessary 

complication of the code and discussion of equations, without any significant advantage in performance. 

We skip this step for now, but use symmetry of the matrix W, Eqs.(33)-(34), which are basic equation for 

adding, AD, IE, and MO methods. 

 
Fig.12h: Diffuse transmittance, T, and reflectance, R, matrices which elements are stored in row-major (C-style). 

Since R and T will be used for numerical integration (summation) iteratively, it is crucial for efficiency to 

make sure their elements are contiguous in memory. The diffuse reflectance and transmittance matrices 

and single scattering solution allow us to iteratively compute multiple scattering at all boundaries and 

Gauss directions. Recall, for simplicity, we define the number of iterations nit manually as an input 

parameter. 

Each scattering act is simulated using Eq.(24) 
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In Eq.(35), we don’t know intensity at arbitrary optical thickness τ, however we do know it at the nodes 

of the τ-grid. Given that ∆τ is sufficiently small, it is fair to say the intensity does not change much from 

one boundary to other and can be replaced with an average value 
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This approximation has been widely used in GS and SO codes for dtau=0.01-0.02 [22,40,72]. Eq.(36) 

yields in the integral over τ (see Eq.(4), last term in the right-hand side) 
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 + +

     
  −   − −    

      
 . (37) 

Eq.(37) simulates “re-scattering” of the scattered radiation. To compute intensity at the given level, one 

must add single scattering within ∆τ and diffuse radiation from the previous level that reaches the 

current level without scattering. Fig.12i shows the corresponding piece of code for downward radiation. 

def gauss_seidel_iterations_m(m, mu0, srfa, nit, ng1, nlr, dtau, xk):

…

55. wpij = np.zeros((ng2, ng2))

56. for ig in range(ng2):

57. for jg in range(ng2):

58. wpij[ig, jg] = wg[jg]*np.dot(xk, pk[ig, :]*pk[jg, :])

def gauss_seidel_iterations_m(m, mu0, srfa, nit, ng1, nlr, dtau, xk):

…

59. T = wpij[0:ng1, 0:ng1].copy()   # T.flags.c_contiguous = True

60. R = wpij[0:ng1, ng1:ng2].copy() # R.flags.c_contiguous = True
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Fig. 12i: Implementation of Eqs.(35) and (37) for iterative computation of multiple scattering for descending 

radiation. 

The array that describes downward radiation, Idn, is redefined in the ib-loop (Fig.12i: line 72). Once 

the loop is complete for itr=0 (first iteration), Idn will contain single scattering (initializes iterations), 

re-scattered again (Fig.12i, line 66) and integrated over tau (Fig.12i, loop in line 68) – this is the two 

orders of scattering approximation. 

To validate this intermediate result for two orders of scattering and catch possible errors at the first 

iteration, one can use a reliable benchmark [85] with input defined in that paper. In the aforementioned 

benchmark, the polarization is accounted for, and its influence on the total intensity is the strongest in 

the second scattering. However, 1) the vector benchmark is defined for aerosol layer of total optical 

thickness τ0=0.2, not Rayleigh scattering, where polarization gives ~10% difference at τ0~1.0 [96], and 2) 

the vector benchmark is still useful for catching errors in array indexing, and typos like using mu instead 

of mu0 etc., which can often lead to numerical errors exceeding 10%. In addition to that, using vector 

successive orders RT code SORD [40]  we have reproduced this benchmark with (vector mode) and 

without polarization (scalar mode) and found that influence of polarization was at the level of numerical 

error of SORD, ~0.1%. 

Note Idn contains both scattering orders, not the second order only. In order to write a code based on 

the SO method, one has to store the result of line 72 in an array separate from the one that accumulates 

orders, instead of redefining Idn, and use only the second order (not the sum of the two) to compute 

the third one. This is basically the only feature that distinguishes computational procedures of the two 

algorithms, GS and SO.  

The effect of array redefinition, as opposed to splitting by orders, can be seen in first iteration for 

computation of the upward radiation – Fig.12j. 

def gauss_seidel_iterations_m(m, mu0, srfa, nit, ng1, nlr, dtau, xk):

…

61. Iup = np.copy(I1up) # initialize iterations …

62. Idn = np.copy(I1dn) # … with single scattering

63. for itr in range(nit):

64. Iup05 = 0.5*(Iup[0, :] + Iup[1, :])

65. Idn05 = 0.5*(Idn[0, :] + Idn[1, :]) # TOA boundary: Idn[0, :]=0 

66. J = np.dot(R, Iup05) + np.dot(T, Idn05)

67. Idn[1, :] = I11dn + (1.0 - np.exp(-dtau/mup))*J

68. for ib in range(2, nb):

69. Iup05 = 0.5*(Iup[ib-1, :] + Iup[ib, :]) 

70. Idn05 = 0.5*(Idn[ib-1, :] + Idn[ib, :])

71. J = np.dot(R, Iup05) + np.dot(T, Idn05)

72. Idn[ib, :] = Idn[ib-1, :]*np.exp(-dtau/mup) + \

73. I11dn*np.exp(-tau[ib-1]/mu0) + \

74. (1.0 - np.exp(-dtau/mup))*J
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Fig.12j: Same as Fig.12i, except for upward integration over τ; see Eq.(30) for the factor of 2.0 in lines 76 and 77. 

At itr=0, in line 78, the upward intensity Iup is equal to that of single scattering I1up because it has 

not yet been redefined. However, in the next line 79, double scattering is used as computed by code in 

Fig.12i. Thus, in line 80, the code uses a “hybrid” light field: two scattering orders down, but only one 

up. This prevents one from using the mentioned benchmark [85] to check the upward direction unless 

the developer implements the method of two orders of scattering before proceeding with GS iteration. 

This strategy is highly recommended because it provides an opportunity to check the results against a 

reliable benchmark, and at the same time learn the SO method, which does not deviate too much from 

the presented GS iteration code framework. 

Once the loop over all iterations is complete, one gets the solution at Gauss nodes and all levels in the 

atmosphere for upward Iup and downward Idn multiple scattering. These arrays, along with Gauss 

weights wg and nodes mug (to avoid recomputing them again) are returned from 

gauss_seidel_iterations_m(). In the next section we will show how to compute m-th Fourier 

component of intensity at arbitrary (user defined) direction using RTE solution at Gauss nodes and τ-

grid. 

3.6.2. Multiple scattering solution at arbitrary direction 

3.6.2.1. General comments 

There are several ways to compute intensity at user-defined nodes once the solution at Gauss nodes has 

been determined. Nearest neighbor or other interpolation may be sufficient if a high-order quadrature 

is used. Inserting a dummy node [97], associated with zero weight, is the next easiest way to solve the 

RTE at arbitrary view direction. It is convenient to “attach” the dummy nodes to positive or negative 

Gauss nodes depending on the sign of the dummy node. This approach works sufficiently well for 

remote sensing that uses one view zenith angle (e.g., AERONET). When one deals with only one view 

direction and one or few dozens of ordinates, performance (which is linked to the number of nodes and 

def gauss_seidel_iterations_m(m, mu0, srfa, nit, ng1, nlr, dtau, xk):

…

63. for itr in range(nit):

…

75. if m == 0 and srfa > tiny:

76. Iup[nb-1, :] = 2.0*srfa*np.dot(Idn[nb-1, :], mup*w) + \

77. 2.0*srfa*mu0*np.exp(-tau0/mu0)

78. Iup05 = 0.5*(Iup[nb-2, :] + Iup[nb-1, :]) # BOA: Iup[nb-1, :]=0

79. Idn05 = 0.5*(Idn[nb-2, :] + Idn[nb-1, :])       

80. J = np.dot(T, Iup05) + np.dot(R, Idn05)

81. Iup[nb-2, :] = Iup[nb-1, :]*np.exp(-dtau/mup) + \

82. I11up*np.exp(-tau[nb-2]/mu0) + \

83. (1.0 - np.exp(-dtau/mup))*J

84. for ib in range(nb-3, -1, -1):            # -1 to include TOA

85. Iup05 = 0.5*(Iup[ib, :] + Iup[ib+1, :]) 

86. Idn05 = 0.5*(Idn[ib, :] + Idn[ib+1, :])

87. J = np.dot(T, Iup05) + np.dot(R, Idn05)

88. Iup[ib, :] = Iup[ib+1, :]*np.exp(-dtau/mup) + \

89. I11up*np.exp(-tau[ib]/mu0) + \

90. (1.0 - np.exp(-dtau/mup))*J

91. return mug, wg, Iup[:, :], Idn[:, :]
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ordinates) does not suffer. A symmetric dummy node is usually added into Eqs.(31)-(32), even if not 

used, to keep the size of “upward” and “downward” arrays even. 

However, when one needs to generate a LUT, the number of dummy nodes becomes comparable or 

even exceeds the number of Gauss nodes. One can increase performance of integration over µ, simply 

by skipping dummy nodes in the summation. In this case, corresponding matrices would be rectangular 

to simulate scattering from all Gauss nodes (lead dimension e.g., row-major in C) to all Gauss nodes and 

user-defined nodes (column-wise). This strategy does not help much: iterations will spend time to solve 

RTE at dummy nodes which, because of their zero weight, contribute nothing back to the Gauss nodes. 

Nevertheless, the development of a dummy node version of an RT code could be useful for any selected 

numerical method of the RTE solution to check integration of the source function technique, described 

next. 

The integration of the source function is identical to solution of the RTE at Gauss nodes, except no 

iterations are used. We know the RTE solution at Gauss nodes and all boundaries – hence we can 

evaluate the scattering integral from all Gauss directions to the user-defined one at any boundary and 

integrate it numerically, like we did for the Gauss nodes. The similarity between numerical integration 

over τ at Gauss nodes (iteratively) and at user-defined node (no iterations) makes this approach very 

convenient and easy to implement [98]. Integration of the source function is called in a loop over user-

defined nodes independently, with each user-defined µ as an RTE parameter. It is wise to create two 

separate functions for upward and downward integration because they are a) slightly different due to 

boundary conditions and b) only one is required for most applications (except for rare synergetic 

retrievals of a scenes simultaneously observed from ground and space). The source function integration 

yields the solution at arbitrary level of the τ grid. But in most cases, solution at TOA (satellites) or BOA 

(ground-based sun photometers) is of interest. We now illustrate this technique for descending, 

source_function_integrate_down(), and ascending, 

source_function_integrate_up(), radiation. 

3.6.2.2. Descending radiation: integration downward 

Input for the downwards integration function contains Fourier moment m, the user’s desired output 

downward direction mu > 0, solar angle mu0, number of layers nlr, step over tau dtau, the phase 

function expansion moments xk, Gauss nodes mug and weights wg, and intensity at all Gauss nodes in 

between each pair of boundaries, Ig05 (see lines 64, 65 and 78, 79 in 

gauss_seidel_iterations_m()). Like downward single scattering, there is no surface 

parameter. The surface contributes via multiple scattering intensity at Gauss nodes. A few local 

parameters are defined like in gauss_seidel_iterations_m(), lines 8-13 in Fig.13a. 
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Fig.13a: First few lines for integration of the source function downwards. 

The function will compute single scattering from solar to user-defined direction (phase function p), and 

multiple scattering from Gauss directions to the user-defined one. Arrays with ordinary (m=0) or 

associated Legendre polynomials at solar (pk0), and Gauss (pk) directions and all necessary orders k are 

used for this purpose exactly like in gauss_seidel_iterations_m(), lines  17-18. A few new 

lines of code compute Legendre polynomials (pku) at the user-defined node – see Fig.13b. 

 
Fig.13b: Computation of the polynomials at solar (mu0), user (mu), and Gauss (mug) nodes. 

One then computes single scattering from an element layer dtau alone (I11dn), and a full single 

scattering solution (I1dn) at user-defined node only and nodes of the τ-grid – Fig.13c. 

1. import numpy as np

2. from numba import jit

3. from def_legendre_polynomial import legendre_polynomial

4. from def_schmidt_polynomial import schmidt_polynomial

5. @jit(nopython=True, cache=True) 

6. def source_function_integrate_down(m, mu, mu0, nlr, dtau, \

7. xk, mug, wg, Ig05):

8. tiny = 1.0e-8

9. ng2 = len(wg)

10. nk = len(xk)

11. nb = nlr+1

12. tau0 = nlr*dtau

13. tau = np.linspace(0.0, tau0, nb)

def source_function_integrate_down(m, mu, mu0, nlr, dtau, \

xk, mug, wg, Ig05):

...

14. pk = np.zeros((ng2, nk))

15. if m == 0:

16. pk0 = legendre_polynomial(mu0, nk-1)

17. pku = legendre_polynomial(mu, nk-1) 

18. for ig in range(ng2):

19. pk[ig, :] = legendre_polynomial(mug[ig], nk-1)   

20. else:

21. pk0 = schmidt_polynomial(m, mu0, nk-1)

22. pku = schmidt_polynomial(m, mu, nk-1) 

23. for ig in range(ng2):

24. pk[ig, :] = schmidt_polynomial(m, mug[ig], nk-1) 

25. p = np.dot(xk, pku*pk0)
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Fig.13c: Single scattering at the user node and all levels of τ. 

Unlike in gauss_seidel_iterations_m() lines 55-58, the scattering matrix wpij is a vector (as 

mu is a single element rather than an array) that simulates scattering from all Gauss directions to the 

user-defined one – Fig.13d. 

 

Fig.13d: Scattering from all Gauss directions to a single user-defined direction.  

As a final step, one accumulates the contribution from all element layers from TOA (zero boundary 

condition) to BOA – Fig.13e. 

 
Fig.13e: Integration over τ for user-defined descending radiation. Multiple (second and higher) scattering solution 

is returned for the given Fourier component. 

As a result, the array Idn contains all scattering orders’ contribution to the solution to m-th Fourier 

component of the RTE at all boundaries and arbitrary downward direction. By subtracting the single 

scattering solution for a subsequent single scattering correction (Section 3.6.3 ahead), the function 

returns multiple (2+) scattering solution at BOA. 

def source_function_integrate_down(m, mu, mu0, nlr, dtau, \

xk, mug, wg, Ig05):

...

26. if np.abs(mu - mu0) < tiny:

27. I11dn = p*dtau*np.exp(-dtau/mu0)/mu0

28. else:

29. I11dn = p*mu0/(mu0 - mu)* \

30. (np.exp(-dtau/mu0) - np.exp(-dtau/mu))

31. I1dn = np.zeros(nb)

32. I1dn[1] = I11dn

33. for ib in range(2, nb):

34. I1dn[ib] = I1dn[ib-1]*np.exp(-dtau/mu) + \

35. I11dn*np.exp(-tau[ib-1]/mu0)

def source_function_integrate_down(m, mu, mu0, nlr, dtau, \

xk, mug, wg, Ig05):

...

36. wpij = np.zeros(ng2)  # sum{xk*pk(mu)*pk(muj)*wj, k=0:nk}

37. for jg in range(ng2):

38. wpij[jg] = wg[jg]*np.dot(xk, pku[:]*pk[jg, :])

def source_function_integrate_down(m, mu, mu0, nlr, dtau, \

xk, mug, wg, Ig05):

...

39. Idn = np.copy(I1dn)  # boundary condition: Idn[0, :] = 0.0

40. J = np.dot(wpij, Ig05[0, :])

41. Idn[1] = I11dn + (1.0 - np.exp(-dtau/mu))*J

42. for ib in range(2, nb):   

43. J = np.dot(wpij, Ig05[ib-1, :])

44. Idn[ib] = Idn[ib-1]*np.exp(-dtau/mu) + \

45. I11dn*np.exp(-tau[ib-1]/mu0) + \

46. (1.0 - np.exp(-dtau/mu))*J

47. return Idn[nb-1] - I1dn[nb-1]
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3.6.2.3. Ascending radiation: integration upward 

The upward integration is slightly more complicated because of the possible surface contribution. In 

addition to those of source_function_integrate_down(), 

source_function_integrate_up() uses the following input parameters: srfa – Lambertian 

surface albedo, Igboa – intensity at Gauss nodes at BOA (output of 

gauss_seidel_iterations_m() ), and one parameter changes the sign: mu < 0 for upward 

directions. 

Local parameters, polynomials, the phase function, and multiple scattering vector of intensity at all 

boundaries are computed exactly like in source_function_integrate_down() (lines 7-24, 35-

37), upward single scattering at user-defined node – as in gauss_seidel_iterations_m() (lines 

43-53). So, we immediately proceed to integration of scattered radiation from BOA to TOA. This is 

shown in Fig.14, where line number 39 is inherited from corresponding line in 

source_function_integrate_down(), and positive mup = -mu > 0 for convenience. 

 
Fig.14: Vertical integration at arbitrary line of sight. Note, mu < 0 is an input parameter, while mup = -mu > 0 is 

defined within source_function_integrate_up() and used for convenience; see Eqs.(30) for the scaling 

factor 2.0 in lines 41 and 42. 

Like source_function_integrate_down(), source_function_integrate_up() 

returns m-th Fourier component for multiple (2+) scattering within the atmosphere, and multiple 

bouncing of light between the atmosphere and underlying reflecting surface, and only at TOA. 

3.6.3. Main program: accumulation of the Fourier series 
To combine and test these functions as a sample RT code, we consider two cases: Rayleigh scattering 

over a black (non-reflecting) surface, and fine aerosol (no Rayleigh) over a reflecting surface. For aerosol 

we used a volcanic Model 3 from [99]. Apart from the mentioned differences in the surface, the phase 

function and the number of Fourier moments, all other parameters are the same for simplicity. We 

validate the results against the DO RT code IPOL [41] in scalar (no polarization) mode and report 

runtime. First, we define solar-view geometry, single scattering albedo, and accuracy parameters as 

Fig.15a indicates. 

def source_function_integrate_up(m, mu, mu0, srfa, nlr, dtau,

xk, mug, wg, Ig05, Igboa):

...

39. Iup = np.copy(I1up)

40. if m == 0 and srfa > 0.0:

41. Iup[nb-1] = 2.0*srfa*np.dot(Igboa, mug[ng1:ng2]*wg[ng1:ng2]) +\

42. + 2.0*srfa*mu0*np.exp(-tau0/mu0)

43. J = np.dot(wpij, Ig05[nb-2, :])

44. Iup[nb-2] = Iup[nb-1]*np.exp(-dtau/mup) + \

45. I11up*np.exp(-tau[nb-2]/mu0) + \

46. (1.0 - np.exp(-dtau/mup))*J

47. for ib in range(nb-3, -1, -1):   

48. J = np.dot(wpij, Ig05[ib, :])

49. Iup[ib] = Iup[ib+1]*np.exp(-dtau/mup) + \

50. I11up*np.exp(-tau[ib]/mu0) + \

51. (1.0 - np.exp(-dtau/mup))*J

52. return Iup[nb-1] - I1up[nb-1]
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Fig.15a: RT code gsit: main program. 

At this step, the view zeniths are defined via cosines and for TOA only. Below we define symmetric 

directions at BOA. Then comes the definition of the phase function expansion moments, desired number 

of the Fourier moments to be computed, surface reflectance, and location of column with benchmark 

results in the benchmark file. Note, the moments already contain the (2k+1) scaling factor. Hence, for 

the aerosol case [99], average scattering cosine is xk[1]/(2*1+1)= 2.084911/3 ≈ 0.695 (Fig.15b). 

 

Script: gsit.py

1. import time

2. import numpy as np

3. from def_gauss_seidel_iterations_m import gauss_seidel_iterations_m

4. from def_source_function_integrate_down import \

source_function_integrate_down

5. from source_function_integrate_up import \

source_function_integrate_up

6. from def_single_scattering_down import single_scattering_down

7. from def_single_scattering_up import single_scattering_up    

8. #

9. prnt_scrn = True # print out intensities on the screen

10. fname_bmark = ‘test_gsit_R&A_srf.txt’ # file with benchmark data

11. phasefun = ‘a’   # ‘r’: rayleigh; aerosol otherwise (case sensitive)

12. nit = 10         # number of Gauss-Seidel iterations

13. ng1 = 8          # number of Gauss nodes per hemisphere

14. nlr = 100        # number of layer elements

15. dtau = 0.01      # integration step over tau

16. ssa = 0.99999999 # single scattering albedo

17. sza = 45.0       # solar zenith angle, degrees

18. mup = np.linspace(-0.2, -0.9, num=8)  # cos(view zenith angle)

19. azd = np.array([0.0, 45.0, 90.0, 135.0, 180.0])  # relative azimuths

Script: gsit.py

...

20. if phasefun == 'r’:

21. print("Rayleigh:")

22. nm = 3

23. xk = np.array([1.0, 0.0, 0.5])

24. srfa = 0.0  # surface albedo

25. icol = 3

26. else:

27. print("Aerosol:")

28. nm = 10

29. xk = np.array([1.000000, 2.084911, 2.459134, 2.234752, \

30. 1.873098, 1.492956, 1.164725, 0.881976, \

31. 0.689172, 0.506016, 0.402247, 0.289742, \

32. 0.232980, 0.165427, 0.133290, 0.093127, \

33. 0.074444, 0.050682, 0.039800, 0.025983, \

34. 0.019929, 0.012274, 0.009257, 0.005312, \

35. 0.004015, 0.002120, 0.001638, 0.000764, \

36. 0.000602, 0.000211, 0.000178, 0.000033, \

37. 0.000037, 0.000004, 0.000005, 0.000000])

38. srfa = 0.3   # surface albedo

39. icol = 4 
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Fig.15b: Input data for Rayleigh (see 0 1 2

1 1 1, 0, and  =   [24]) and aerosol scattering (see column 1

l  in Table 7 

from [99]). 

Computation of the cosine of the solar angle, downward user-defined nodes, azimuth in radians and 

lengths of arrays finalize the preparation step (Fig.15c) 

 
Fig.15c: Auxiliary input parameters. 

Now one computes exact single scattering (Fig.15d), including the TOA surface contribution. “Exact” 

relates to representation of the phase function: no Fourier series are involved and either all moments 

xk are used, or the phase function is interpolated over scattering angle to get values at the view 

direction. In the latter case, expansion is completely avoided in the single scattering correction. 

 
Fig.15d: This section computes exact single scattering path radiance at TOA and BOA. For TOA, contribution of the 

direct solar beam reflectance is accounted for. Refer to Eq.[30] for the factor of 2.0 in line 52 and to Sec.3.5 for the 

factor of 0.5*ssa in lines 51, 54, and 58. 

It is important to make sure that single scattering corresponds to the same incident TOA flux as the 

multiple scattering which is computed using Fourier series (loop over Fourier index m). 

Now, for each azimuth order m, the RTE is solved at Gauss nodes and all boundaries for all scattering 

orders in Fig.15e. 

Script: gsit.py

...

40. time_start = time.time()

41. mu0 = np.cos(np.radians(sza)) # cosine of solar zenith, mu0 > 0

42. mudn = -mup # cosines of downward view zeniths

43. nmu = len(muup) # number of upward view zeniths

44. azr = np.radians(azd) # relative azimuths in radians

45. naz = len(azd) # number of relative azimuths

46. nrows = nmu*naz # number of rows in output array

Script: gsit.py

...

47. Itoa = np.zeros((nmu, naz))

48. if srfa > 0.0:

49. for imu, mu in enumerate(muup):

50. Itoa[imu, :] = single_scattering_up(mu, mu0, azr, \

51. nlr*dtau, 0.5*ssa*xk) +\

52. 2.0*srfa*mu0*np.exp(-nlr*dtau/mu0)*np.exp(nlr*dtau/mu)

51. else:

52. for imu, mu in enumerate(muup):

53. Itoa[imu, :] = single_scattering_up(mu, mu0, azr, \

54. nlr*dtau, 0.5*ssa*xk)

55. Iboa = np.zeros((nmu, naz))      

56. for imu, mu in enumerate(mudn):

57. Iboa[imu, :] = single_scattering_down(mu, mu0, azr, \

58. nlr*dtau, 0.5*ssa*xk)
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Fig.15e: Solve RTE for the given m at all Gauss nodes and optical depth grid. Refer to Sec.3.5 for the factor of 

0.5*ssa in line 65. 

Diffuse intensity for all Gauss directions, up and down, is averaged within each thin layer dtau (Fig.15f) 

 
Fig.15f: Diffuse intensity in between each pair of boundaries and at all Gauss directions. 

These form input for functions that integrate along the line of sight (user-defined mu). Unlike 

gauss_seidel_iterations_m(), these functions return only multiple (second onward) 

scattering orders for the given Fourier moment m. This multiple scattering radiation is weighted with 

cos(mφ), Eq.(5) and added to the exact single scattering computed above (Fig.15g). 

 
Fig.15g: Integration along the line of sight and accumulation of the Fourier series finalize the RTE solution. Refer to 

Sec. 3.5 for the factor of 0.5*ssa in lines 77 and 81. 

Script: gsit.py

...

59. time_gsitm = 0.0

60. deltm0 = 1.0

61. for m in range(nm):

62. t1 = time.time()

63. mug, wg, Igup, Igdn = \

64. gauss_seidel_iterations_m(m, mu0, srfa, nit, ng1, \

65. nlr, dtau, 0.5*ssa*xk)

66. t2 = time.time()

67. time_gsitm += t2 - t1

Script: gsit.py

...

61. for m in range(nm):

...

68. Ig05 = np.zeros((nlr, 2*ng1))

69. for ilr in range(nlr):

70. Iup05 = 0.5*(Igup[ilr, :] + Igup[ilr+1, :]) 

71. Idn05 = 0.5*(Igdn[ilr, :] + Igdn[ilr+1, :])

72. Ig05[ilr, :] = np.concatenate((Iup05, Idn05))

Script: gsit.py

...

61. for m in range(nm):

...

73. #   Accumulate Fourier series

74. cma = deltm0*np.cos(m*azr)

75. for imu, mu in enumerate(muup):

76. Ims_toa = source_function_integrate_up(m, mu, mu0, srfa, \

77. nlr, dtau, 0.5*ssa*xk, mug, wg, Ig05, Igdn[nlr, :])  

78. Itoa[imu, :] += Ims_toa*cma

79. for imu, mu in enumerate(mudn):

80. Ims_boa = source_function_integrate_down(m, mu, mu0, 

81. nlr, dtau, 0.5*ssa*xk, mug, wg, Ig05)  

82. Iboa[imu, :] += Ims_boa*cma

83.#

84.#    Kronecker delta = 2 for m > 0

85. deltm0 = 2.0

86. print('m =', m)

87.#end for m
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Summation of the Fourier series completes the RTE solution. In the paper, we omit as trivial the part of 

the gsit script that reads the benchmark file and tests the code and print out the result. Instead, we 

refer the reader to the source code that comes with the paper. Table 3 below indicates maximum and 

average errors vs benchmark for input parameters indicated above as well as the runtime for the whole 

script and separately for gauss_seidel_iterations_m  (all Fourier orders combined). Appendix 

provides detailed output (prnt_scrn = True in line 9) and benchmark numbers (content of 

test_gsit_R&A_srf.txt, line 10). 

Table 3: Accuracy (relative absolute error vs. benchmark IPOL) and runtime for the simulated cases23.  

Case Max % error 
at TOA 

Mean % 
error at TOA 

Max % error 
at BOA 

Mean % 
error at BOA 

gauss_se

idel_ite

rations_

m() 

runtime, s. 

gsit 
runtime, s. 

Rayleigh 0.02 0.05 0.11 

Aerosol 0.09 0.06 0.12 0.06 0.06 0.12 

 

Not surprisingly, multiple scattering is the slowest part of the code, consuming 50% of the runtime (in 

fact more because the main script was not optimized with the high-performance Python compiler, 

Numba). In the following section we provide ideas to keep in mind while coding for high performance, 

further development, and support. 

4. A Few Steps Forward 

4.1. Mixing different types of scattering  
In case of two or more scattering components, the RTE input is a linear mixture of scattering properties 

of each. Let us consider two scattering components, Rayleigh and absorbing aerosol, in presence of gas 

absorption. Assume Rayleigh layer is characterized by the total optical thickness, τR, phase function 

pR(Θ), and expansion moments rk, and aerosol is defined by the total aerosol thickness τA, phase function 

pA(Θ), expansion moments αk and single scattering albedo ωA. The absorption optical thickness of the 

gas is τG. The phase functions and expansion moments are mixed linearly 
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 (38) 

where weights are defined by scattering optical thicknesses 

 ( ); 1R R R A A A Rw w w=   +   = −  .  (39) 

The total optical thickness of the layer and single scattering albedo of the mixed components are 

 0; ( )R A G R A A =  +  +   =  +    . (40) 

 
23 DELL Latitude E6520 laptop on Intel i7-2720QM CPU, 2.2 GHz, 8GB DD3 SDRAM (1333 MHz), Windows 10 64 bit; 
Python 3.7.6 integrated with Anaconda 3/Spyder 4 IDE. 
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Eqs.(38)-(40) are well known. However, regarding RT code development, three notes are worth 

mentioning: 1) to assure flexibility of the RT code, we recommend mixing components outside the RT 

solver; 2) Eq.(38) indicates that Rayleigh component affects only the first three moments, but higher 

moments from aerosol must be weighted as well; 3) adding Rayleigh smooths out the mixed phase 

function. Hence, numerically it might be better to mix the phase functions first and compute the 

expansion moments next, however the mixing ratio typically changes with height (known as the 

atmospheric profile). The next section discuss how RT code incorporate those. 

4.2. Cases with variable vertical profiles 
The presented version of gsit lacks one important feature: the dependence of optical properties on 

height (vertical profile). To include the vertical profiles would be a good exercise for an interested 

reader. This is not hard to do since GS and SO explicitly deal with numerical integration over τ, layer by 

layer. Hence, instead of layer-independent phase function and single scattering albedo, one deals with 

layer-dependent ones. In terms of expansion moments, scaled by single scattering albedo, one deals 

with xk[0:nl, 0:nk], where Legendre order k is in the lead dimension for fast computation of the 

Fourier moment of the phase function. The number of optical layers, nl, is different from the number of 

steps dtau; the former may be a handful to a few dozen, while the latter may be dozens to hundreds. It 

is convenient to define a mask that relates indices of element layers dtau to a particular index of the 

optical layer. Fig.16 shows an example for 2 optical layers and 9 element layers. 

  
Fig.16a: Element layers 0-3 belong to the top optical 
layer, element layers 4-8 – to the bottom optical layer.  

Fig.16b: Alternation of input vertical profile, il=0:1, 

to fit integer number of element layers jl = 0:9 

into each optical layer il. 

The following simple code relates element and optical layers: 

for jl in range(nlr): 

    il = mask[jl] 

    use xk[il, 0:nk] 

It is of course unlikely that in application each optical layer will contain an integer number of element 

layers. In this case, as Fig.16b shows, one must slightly alter the input optical profile. One can find full 

Fortran texts of two subroutines that perform this task [38]. Validation of these subroutines [40] in case 

of realistic profiles [71] did not reveal problems caused by minor change of the input optical properties. 

4.3. Computation and some properties of the expansion moments 
Atmospheric optical properties often come from separate packages for light scattering by small 

particles. Many of those are publicly available and very carefully coded. In Mie codes [100–102] for light 

scattering by spherical particles, expansion moments xk are available together with the phase function. 

Usually, Mie codes are fast and can be built in the RT solver. T-matrix [103] and ray tracing codes are 

much slower. They are used for generating LUTs with some basic set of optical parameters (kernels). 

These LUTs require massive storage space: for example, kernel LUTs for spheroidal package [104] can be 
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as large as 5 GB. The LUTs are then interpolated (multidimensionally) to compute a specific user-defined 

case. Since this also takes time, it is recommended to precompute those “small” LUTs as well. 

An important feature of non-Mie packages is that expansion moments are not readily available. One 

must compute those by numerically integrating the phase function (see Eq.(9)) using Gauss quadrature 

of sufficiently high order 
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+ +
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A few remarks about Eq.(41): first, x0 = 1, which never happens on practice due to numerical inaccuracy. 

This is avoided by scaling all elements by 1/x0. Second, unlike in legpol(), it is efficient to make the 

cosine of the scattering angle on the lead dimension. Third, as Eq.(41) indicates, the phase function must 

be computed at Gauss nodes, which is not always the standard output [104]. One must interpolate from 

the package grid to the Gauss nodes. This step requires some research: shall one interpolate in the angle 

space, or in the cosine space? Shall this be done on the log of the phase function (for smoothness)? 

What kind of interpolation should be used?  Finally, one computes the expansion moments until either 

high-order moment become negligibly small, or when the phase function is represented at some 

scattering angle with sufficient accuracy. Given that every moment is computed with some error, and 

errors from all the moments are combined when one recalculates the phase function, the expansion 

must be approached with great care. 

Unless it is necessary to combine the particle scattering code in RT solver, we recommend using it as a 

standalone tool and to precompute optical depths and phase functions in the form of LUTs. This not only 

saves time for RT simulation and makes it easier to debug potential problems, but also helps avoid hard-

to-spot problems caused by using legacy and modern languages within the same packages (e.g. memory 

allocation). 

4.4. BRDF 
Accounting for azimuthally dependent BRDF is similar to what we have demonstrated above for the 

Lambertian case, except one has to expand BRDF in Fourier series over azimuth 
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1
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m

m

m
=

      =    +       (42) 

Symmetry of the BRDF with respect to principal plane is assumed (which is also a common assumption 

in Earth remote sensing) – hence only the cosine function is used in the series. Analytical integration 

over azimuth is replaced with numerical quadrature; Gaussian quadrature is usually used 
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The order of the quadrature, N in Eq.(43), grows together with the specular component (e.g., glint) and 

in general estimated empirically. For ocean roughed by a 2 m/s wind, SORD uses 180 nodes for 

integration over azimuth [40]. 

There are two important things to mention. First, the BRDF reflects only those Fourier components that 

were generated in atmosphere. Thus, for instance, in a Rayleigh atmosphere, one needs only m = 0, 1, 

and 2. Higher Fourier components of the BRDF pass through atmosphere without scattering (and 

accounted on TOA by the single scattering correction). Second, one applies numerical Fourier expansion 

for each pair of incident-reflected zenith directions using the computationally expensive cosine function. 

There are two ways to accelerate the computations: 1) precompute and save the BRDF Fourier moments 

and 2) avoid multiple computations of cosines by expressing cos(m φ) as cos((m-1) φ + φ) and use 

trigonometric relations for the cosine of the sum24. This technique introduces dependence in RTE 

solution for different m, which is not an obstacle if one uses parallel computations above the solver level 

as we recommend in the next Section 4.5. 

4.5. Suggestions for code efficiency and readability 
RT codes (like other software) should be developed with efficiency and future support in mind. This 

includes many factors: on the one hand, it is reasonable to use the best algorithm for the given scenario, 

and a computationally efficient implementation of the algorithm. On the other hand, the time required 

to solve the problem is the sum of the code runtime and developing/debugging time. A simple but less 

runtime-efficient algorithm may turn out to be the best for the case. An example is the GS method for 

cloud remote sensing applications (i.e. high optical thickness). The DO and SH methods are more 

computationally efficient in this case (recall GS recalls division into layers of small optical thickness, 

while DO/SH runtime does not depend on optical thickness) but rely on a more complicated 

mathematical apparatus. 

In this section we will discuss a few aspects related to the development of the gsit code presented 

here. There are many books and papers on efficient scientific software development, “Writing scientific 

software: a guide for good style” [105] and “The Software Optimization Cookbook” [106] are just two 

out of many examples. A brief introduction on “How to Write Fast Numerical Code” [107] is good to 

refresh one’s memory on particular techniques for efficient coding. One can find short summaries on 

software engineering best practices in [108,109], [110]. In terms of coding philosophy, the online 

summary25 of “Elements of Programming Style” [111] cannot be over recommended – especially “make 

it right – then make it fast”. 

Out of many useful recommendations in [112] and [113] we believe the most important for RT code 

development is optimization of memory reference. Elements of arrays should be located consecutively 

(unit-stride) to avoid “jumps”. Thus, in arrays that contain data for numerical integration over angle and 

over optical thickness, the angle data is in the lead (fast) dimension as the angular integration happens 

at every boundary.  C/C++ developers may decide to sacrifice clarity and go with one-dimensional 

arrays, instead of two-dimensional matrices, or use “fast matrix allocation method” [105]. Another 

advice is to avoid using computationally expensive functions, such as np.exp(-dtau/mup), called 

multiple times in the innermost loop of gauss_seidel_iterations_m(). These quantities should 

 
24 https://ams.confex.com/ams/13CldPhy13AtRad/techprogram/paper_171283.htm  
25 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Elements_of_Programming_Style  

https://ams.confex.com/ams/13CldPhy13AtRad/techprogram/paper_171283.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Elements_of_Programming_Style
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ideally be precomputed and called from memory. We have sacrificed that here for readability. Note that 

this option is available only for equal step ∆τ=dtau. 

Once the selected method of solution is coded sufficiently cleanly, further increase in performance is 

achieved by modifying the algorithm. As the previous section shows, 

gauss_seidel_iterations_m() is the slowest function that determines the runtime, t, of the 

whole code as: 

 2

IT L Gt M N N N    ,  (45) 

where M is the number of Fourier moments (equals the number of 

gauss_seidel_iterations_m() calls), NIT is the number of iterations, NL is the number of 

element layers ∆τ, NG is the number of gauss nodes. The latter is squared because one computes the 

contribution from all Gauss nodes to all Gauss nodes, basically, using matrices. 

Obviously, faster performance can be achieved at the expense of accuracy by decreasing all parameters 

in Eq.(45). Alternatively, M can be reduced without loss of accuracy using a single scattering correction. 

In fact, it is now a standard option in all modern RT codes that simulate scattering of solar light (see 

“Introduction”). Since single scattering has an analytical representation, double scattering can be 

achieved by analytic integration of the single scattering over τ [85,114] – this will further reduce M. In 

the SO method, higher scattering orders require lower M due to smoothness of angular dependence of 

radiation scattered multiple times. We are not sure from our experience or aware of any publication 

showing that higher M can be computed using fewer iterations in the GS method. The “modified Fourier 

transform method” [95] utilize the idea that fewer M is needed if solar and/or view zenith is close to the 

local normal z (nadir or zenith). In the limit case of irradiation and/or observation along the z-axis 

(intensity is symmetric w.r.t. relative azimuth), m = 0 regardless the phase function.  

The number of layers NL can be decreased by replacing a simple technique, Eq.(37), with a more 

sophisticated rule that a) prevents precomputation of the exponential function and b) involves more 

costly functions such as square root. Indeed, the number of steps decrease, but the runtime may not 

[40]. Finally, the decrease of the number of Gauss ordinates is achieved by using the so-called 

“truncation” technique combined with single or double scattering correction [115]. 

Once everything possible has been squeezed from theoretical and numerical aspects, it is time for brute 

force: parallel computation using tools like MPI, OpenMP, for parallel and distributed processing, built-in 

Numba functions that translates Python to faster compiled machine code, and GPU processing. 

Independent solution of the RTE for a given Fourier order m looks like a great opportunity. In this paper, 

we solve the RTE for only one solar zenith angle (GS and SO methods), one wavelength, one set of 

atmospheric optical properties (optical thickness, phase function, single scattering albedo), and one 

surface. In applications, one runs the RTE solver for a large set of these. We therefore recommend 

running one RT solver on a single core and distribute scenarios, solar geometries, bands over many 

CPUs.  

Readability is important. We recommend using code comments to describe all input/output parameters, 

including data type and size for arrays, in each function. If a global variable cannot be avoided for some 

reason, it must be described as well. Since RT codes are scientific software, developer may consider 

adding specific references (page and/or equation number) to papers and/or weblinks – as we did for the 
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polynomials. The reason for all this is simple: what is clear at the development stage and a week after 

that to the developer, may not be so clear in a month, or to someone other the developer working with 

the source code. 

Careful consideration on variable and function naming conventions is a key not only for future 

maintenance, but also for debugging. Since the development of the RT solver relies heavily on 

mathematical apparatus, the developer experiences a natural temptation to use “spelled” symbols from 

equations. For example, tau, mu, and mu0, for optical thickness τ and cosines of the view µ and solar μ0 

zeniths, respectively. If mu[:] is an array, using of imu as an index and mui=mu[imu] is convenient. 

Another example is single scattering albedo, ω0. What would be the best name: equation based (omg0 

or omega0) vs. acronym-based (ssa), vs. full or partially spelled (SingleScatteringAlbedo – 

camel case; sgl_scat_alb – underscore, etc.)? The answer depends on personal preferences and 

coding experience, general language standards (e.g., for Python code26), overall goal (use the code once 

and forget vs. create and maintain for years), or naming convention in the team, to name just a few 

factors. As a rule, we’d recommend using shorter names for frequently used variables. According to this 

rule and to better represent the structure of the code, the developer might prefer longer names for 

functions. In Table 5, we list names of all functions we used in the original manuscript and the code 

before peer-revision, and after it. The intention of the table is to help the developer chose between 

compact but less meaningful vs. long but descriptive function names. 

Table 5: Function names in gsit: compact (originally submitted code) vs expanded (after peer-revision). 

Compact Expanded Purpose of function 

gauszw gauss_zeroes_weights Computes Gauss zeros and weights 

gsitm gauss_seidel_iterations_m Computes m-th Fourier component for multiple 
scattering of light using Gauss-Seidel iterations  

polleg legendre_polynomial Computes ordinary Legendre polynomials 

polqkm schmidt_polynomial Computes Schmidt polynomials for the given zenith 
moment k and azimuth moment m  

sfidn source_function_integrate_down Computes RTE solution at user-defined line of sight at 
BOA (downward) using integration of the source 
function 

sfiup source_function_integrate_up Same as above, except for TOA (upward) 

sglsdn single_scattering_down Computes single scattering at BOA (downward) 

sglsup single_scattering_up Same as above, except for TOA (upward) 

 

Object-oriented programming is becoming popular in scientific software development. The object-

oriented principles help reduce the number of arguments in functions, and support maintenance as the 

software is scaled up to include more features. However, the RT solver is a small-scale software 

containing from a few dozens to a few hundred lines of code. The number of input optical parameters is 

known in advance from the RT equation, while numerical parameters come from the selected numerical 

technique. At the low level, the functional form is arguably easier to understand for domain scientists 

who were taught some programming rather than people who are primarily computer scientists. The 

object-oriented concept could be advantageous in cases when several numerical RT solvers with 

 
26 https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0008/ 

https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0008/
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different accuracy parameters on input and maybe different output (flux, intensity only, complete 

Stokes vector, etc.), are combined in a single package (RT toolbox), which eventually becomes a part of 

weather forecasting [116] and climate models [117–120]. 

Finally, one may ask: how long does it take to develop a (simple) RT solver? This, of course, depends on 

many risk factors [121]. In 1975, Brooks mentioned 2000-3000 debugged instructions (lines) per man-

year, which is about 10 lines of code per workday. Decades later in the 1995 edition of the same book, 

this number did not change [122]. Depending on language, this parameter may reach tens of lines of 

code per day [123] (not including documentation). In view of the complexity of RT theory we assume 10 

lines per day to develop, test, and document the code, and estimate that an RT freshman would spend 

from two weeks to a month full time to develop and understand the presented code from scratch. The 

time will not be spent in vain because, as discussed in the Introduction, the useful life spans of RT codes 

can be years or decades. 

5. Summary 
In this paper we report, step by step, the process of creating a deterministic (non-Monte Carlo) RT code 

and relate each step to the underlying theoretical components.  As the algorithm of numerical solution 

to the RTE is essentially opposite to the sequence of sophisticated analytical evaluations (Fig.17, red 

arrows), attempting to code an RT solver based on the existing literature may not offer quick help to an 

interested user. 

For clarity of academic demonstration, our open source27 Python RT code gsit is limited to simulation 

of monochromatic solar light scattering in a plane-parallel vertically homogeneous atmosphere bounded 

from below by an evenly reflecting surface. Polarization of light is ignored, optical properties of the 

atmosphere are assumed known, and only one method (Gauss-Seidel iteration) is discussed in detail. 

However, we cover the main steps used to solve the RTE in general: expansion of the phase function in 

Legendre series, Fourier expansion over azimuth for user-defined solar zenith angle, numerical 

integration over zenith and optical depth, integration of the source function technique to account for 

user-defined view geometry, and single scattering correction. We show in Section 3.6.1 the difference 

between the methods of Gauss-Seidel iterations and Successive Orders. We also illustrate the principles 

of Adding-Doubling and similar techniques. Our Section 4 contains sufficient information on how to 

make gsit applicable for inhomogeneous atmospheres. Pieces of Python code and corresponding 

necessary equations are collocated and discussed in parallel which, we believe, support understanding. 

The analytical integration over optical depth in the methods of Discrete Ordinates and Spherical 

Harmonics is based on a more sophisticated formalism, not covered in this paper. The Monte Carlo 

method, which is also relatively easy to understand and code, is also omitted as it has a statistical nature 

completely different from deterministic RT codes discussed in this paper. 

If one wants to start coding quickly, we recommend the following strategy: start from Section 3 by re-

typing (not copy-pasting) the presented pieces of code, try to understand relevant equations, and 

exercise unit testing as described in that section. Numerical implementation of the theoretical 

evaluations starts with coding the low-level functions first:  Legendre polynomials, Gauss nodes and 

weights, and single scattering approximation. By the end of Section 3, the user will have a fully working 

 
27 https://github.com/korkins/gsit  

https://github.com/korkins/gsit
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RT code (within the limitations mentioned above) which would simplify understanding of Sections 1-2 as 

well as other literature and existing codes in the Earth science and beyond. Implementation of the 

inhomogeneous atmosphere in gsit would serve as a fairly straightforward exercise, while adding 

azimuth-dependent BRDF and polarization would require more effort and understanding. 

At last, we would like to turn back to Ken Thompson’s epigraph at the beginning of the paper. This 

quotation is perhaps an exaggeration, as there is no doubt that re-use of stable, well-documented, 

professionally created code is an important part of efficient software development and maintenance. 

We do not want to dissuade the reader from this, and indeed the present paper imports several 

community-developed libraries. However, we wish to emphasize that writing (and debugging) a piece of 

code oneself greatly benefits one's understanding of how it works, and time spent for refactoring of an 

old-but-good RT code that “works” will pay off in the long run. 
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Fig.17: A diagram of the theoretical evaluations starting from the RTE and breaking it down to lower-level steps (red arrows). The development of the RT code, 

however, starts from low-level stand-alone functions and goes the way opposite to theoretical evaluations. 
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Appendix: Benchmark Results for Section 3.6.3: Main Program 
Table 4a. TOA results. Columns left to right: solar zenith angle, SZA, relative azimuth, AZA, cosine of the 

view zenith angle (negative for ascending radiation), “exact” results generated with IPOL for Rayleigh 

scattering, “exact” results generated with IPOL for Aerosol scattering over reflecting surface. One can 

reproduce these results using our open-source Python script gsit.py. 

See Table4a_TOA.xls 

Table 4b. Same as Table 4a, except for BOA radiation (positive view cosines). 

See Table4b_BOA.xls 


